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Abstract 

This thesis provides a focus on the architecture of a high-speed packet switching 

fabric and its perfomiance. 

The switching fabric is suited for existing transparent protocols, based on 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology and standards in an environment 

of Local Area Network (LAN). 

A high-speed switching fabric architecture which adopts Time Division mode and 

bases on a shared medium approach is proposed. This is an architecture for non

blocking performance, no congestion and high reliability. Its principle for 

performance is a method of sequentially scheduling the inputs and the transferring 

of bits in parallel. 

To study the performance of the switching fabric architecture one uses OPNET 

communication simulation software. Some parameters including the throughputs, 

the transfer (the switching fabric) delay, the switching overflow and the packet size 

in the buffer ( the input buffer and the output buffer) are implemented through the 

simulation. 

And :finally, an analysis for the results of the simulation for local A1M IDS fabric 

v · 



architecture is discussed. The results display an architecture that provides a 

rational design with some expected characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Most networks are dedicated to specific services, telephony, TV 

distribution, circuit-switched or packet switched data transfer. 

From 1985 to 1990, the ITU-T (International Telecommunication 

Union) Study Group XVIII agreed on a number of Recommendations 

to describe the basic parameters of ATM (Asynchronous transfer 

mode) [ 1 ] [ 2 ] . 

Asynchronous transfer mode is a switching and transmission 

technique in which all information is carried in short fixed

length packets called cells (53 bytes) [3]. ATM cells mean that 

simpler and faster hardware techniques can be used, and very 

high bandwidth links (Gbits/s) can be switched[4]. 

ATM offers a wide range to suit the diverse requirements of 

different types of traffic. ATM promises to deliver universal 

interconnection for all services, namely: voice, point-to

point data, point-to-multipoint data, video, and multimedia, 

together with simplified management and configuration of 

networks [ 5] . 
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Current local area network technologies lack the scalability of 

performance, and manageability required of resources. The local 

and campus network can not provide the necessary bandwidth and 

performance guarantees for application by the hosts and also can 

not support the increasing user population. 

The application of ATM technology and standards, in local area 

and campus area networking environments will have a significant 

impact on the future of local and campus networking. 

ATM technology, designed for high bandwidth application and 

large user populations, are a major source of growth in ATM 

LANs. On the other hand, computer imaging, distributed file, and 

{video) TV conference requires very high bits-rates. An ATM LAN 

uses high-speed cell switching and mesh topology technologie~. 

In the past, various switches in networks were developed for 

different applications such as voice and data, based on transfer 

modes like STM {Synchronous Transfer Mode) [6] and PS (packet 

switching) [7]. The switching techniques range from circuit 

switching to packet switching. The switching provides an 

economical means to connect the source and the destination 

nodes by providing a path through the network. It can be used 

more and more in the design of the next generation integrated 

switch. 

The flexibility of packet switching to adapt to the form of 

the ATM for the future B-ISDN has now been accepted. 

shows that the basic differences between them are 

2 
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result of their different historical backgrounds. 
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Fig . 1.2 shows the model of a general ATM switching apparatus . 

The transportation of information from an incoming logical ATM 

channel to an outgoing logical channel is characterised by: 

* A physical input /output, characterised by a physical port 

number. 

* A logical channel on physical port, characterised by a 

virtual channel identifier (VCI) and/or virtual path 

identifier (VPI) . [ 8] 
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1.2 Solution 

With the advances in transmission technology providing the 

bandwidth required to support 8-ISDN ( Broad-band integrated 

services digital network) [9] applications, the challenge is now 

on to design switches that can deal with several hundreds of 

millions of cells arriving at a node per second and to support 

different types of connection requirements. 

Recently, a large number of architectures for ATM switching 

fabric have been proposed. The purposes of designing these 

architectures of switching fabric are just to provide a high 

reliability [which includes network guarantees of a particular 

quality of service for the duration of the call (in terms of 

delay and cell loss probability)], which includes low switching 

delay, low cell loss probability and has burst buffering; no 

congestion; and multicast characteristics. 

But, it is difficult for an architecture to embrace a wide 

spectrum of subjects. For a practical switching fabric, there 

would be a need to solve the key problems for congestion and 

cell loss probability, or to strengthen reliability in the arch

itecture. On the other hand, it is necessary to reduce the delay 

and increase the capacity of the switching fabric. 

1.3 Introduction 

This thesis attempts to explore and research the architecture of 
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the switching fabric based on Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) 

Local area network (LAN) principle, and proposes a simple and 

high reliability architecture mainly to solve the congestion and 

cell loss problems in ATM switching. 

The Time Division Switching (TDS) fabric architecture is one of 

many ATM switching fabric architectures, which is provided with 

non-blocking performance, no congestion problem, and a simple 

routing architecture. 

For this reason, a TDS of 16 ports for ATM switching fabric 

architecture [10] becomes an object of study in this thesis and 

will be described. And this thesis will also present a 

simulation study of the performance for the switching fabric. 

The results of simulation of the switching fabric architecture 

will be shown. The architecture is essentially based on a shared 

medium ATM switch architecture. It is a sequential scheduling of 

the inputs, with parallel-bits transferring through the routing 

table of the medium, and loading the cell to the output module 

(in the switching fabric). 

Seven chapters addressing aspects of ATM LAN switching fabric 

are presented. On the basis of chapter 1 for background, chapter 

2 introduces the basic concepts and protocols for the technolog

ies of ATM and ATM LAN, so that, we can understand that ATM LAN 

switching occupies an important position and plays a key role in 

terms of protocol theories and practical networks. 
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Chapter 3 gives an analysis of the several typical architectures 

of ATM switching fabric and switching elements, including the 

view of the models, the performance and their characteristics. 

This chapter will also deal with the requirements for designing 

an ATM switching fabric. The analysis and the requirements for 

such a design are foundation of this project selecting a basic 

architecture of ATM LAN switching fabric. Then, an architecture 

for ATM time division--shared medium switching fabric is to be 

included and considered in the plan for design of this project. 

Chapter 4 discusses a high speed (2.5 Gbits/s) TDS--shared 

medium switching fabric architecture for ATM LAN in detail. In 

chapter 5, the simulation for the performance of the TDS fabric 

will be run on OPNET communicaticn simulation software. The 

results of the simulation will be shown and analyzed in chapter 

6. These results further testify the characteristics for the 

architecture of ATM time division switching fabric. The 

conclusion of this study will be found in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ATM and ATM Local Area Network 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is the switching and multiplex

ing technique chosen by ITU-T for broadband access to B-ISDN. 

ATM provides some advantages on flexibility and support for 

multimedia traffic. It will become a key high-speed network 

technology which facilitates networked multimedia applications. 

The technology is growing in application for local area, and 

campus areas networking environments [11]. The ATM LAN uses 

standards of ATM and LAN protocols, and high-speed ATM cell 

switching technology. 

2.1 ATM 

The ITU-T study group agreed on a number of recommendations to 

describe the basic parameters of ATM. Refer to Fig. 2.1 for the 

protocol reference model [12] [13]. 

ATM is considered the ground on which broadband-integrated 

services digital network (B-ISDN) is to be built. Within ATM, 

user information is transmitted between communicating entities 

using fixed-size packets, referred to as the ATM cells. An ATM 

cell is 53 bytes, consisting of a 48 bytes information field and 

a 5 bytes header (See Fig. 2.2 [14]). The primary role of the 
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header is to identify cells belonging to the same virtual 

channel within the ATM switch. Transfer capacity is assigned by 

negotiation and is based on the source requirements and the 

available capacity. 

······---- Management plane 

User plane 

Higher layers Higher layers 

ATM adaptation layer 

ATM layer 

Physical layer 

Fig. 2.1 The Protocol Reference Model 

The term "Asynchronous" (15] refers to the fact that cells 

allocated to the same connection may exhibit an irregular 

recurrence pattern, as cells are filled according to the actual 

demand. (See Fig. 2.3.) This aspect is well-known from the 

existing packet transfer mode. 

Header. 
5 octets 

Information field 
48 octets 

Fig. 2.2 The Cell structure 
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Cell 

Fig. 2.3 ATM principles 

ATM cell transport requires a connection because of the look up 

tables required by switching and multiplexing units. The 

connection can be executed at subscription time or dynamically. 

Connections can be point-to-point or point-to-multipoint. 

ATM connections always guarantee delivery of cells in sequence. 

Two levels of ATM connections are defined by ITU-T: Virtual 

channel connections (VCC) and Virtual path connections (VPC). 

The label of the ATM cell header performs a switching and 

multiplexing function. Header of the ATM cell can see Fig. 2.4 

(The cell format for Network Node Interface) (16]. 

Bit 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

VPI 

VPI I VCI 

VCI 

VCI I PTI ... 

HEC 

I CLP 

Octet 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

VPI Virtual Path ldennfier 
VCI Virtual Channel ldenafier 
PTI Payload Type 
CLP Cell loss Priority 
HEC Header Error Control 

Fig. 2.4 Header of the ATM cell (NNI) 

The implementation of these virtual channels and virtual paths 
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is done by fixed-size cell and provides the basis for both 

switching and multiplexed transmission. The use of short cells 

in ATM and the high transfer rates involved result in transfer 

delays which are sufficiently small to enable universal applica

bility to a wide range of services including real-time services, 

voice and video. 

2.2 ATMLANs 

The new technologies used by the network, include a managed 

high-speed communications system that supports new classes of 

enterprise and multi-enterprise applications such as electronic 

commerce, desktop video conferencing and medical imaging. The 

advantage of the technologies is that the new network fabric can 

integrate old network technologies current network technologies 

(for example Token Ring and FDDI [17]) and new switched LAN 

technologies (such as ATM and switched Ethernet) quickly, easily 

and painlessly. 

The ATM technology can offer LAN-link service for data traffic 

and can be compatible with existing data communication protocols 

, applications and equipment. Most LAN equipment conforms to the 

IEEE 802 family of the protocol [18]. 

From Fig. 2.5, we know that the Data link layer is split into 

the IEEE 802.2 logical link control (LLC) sublayer which offers 

the interface to the network layer and medium access control 

(MAC) sublayers, which include Token Ring, Bus, DQDB, FDDI 

10 



.... ATM. 

CSMA/CD 

802.3 

Network layer 

IEEE 802.2 logical link sublayer (LLC) 

Token 
bus 

802.4 

Token 
ring 

802.5 

Physical layer 

r----
1 I 
I I 
I ATM1 
I I 

AC 

L-----1-~~...L.~~~-' 

Fig. 2.5 The IEEE 802 family of LAN protocol 

ata 

Therefore, there are many network layer protocols, and each one 

would have to be interfaced to ATM separately. Also it to offers 

general compatibility with the installed base network and proto

cols, and adapts MAC sublayer's requirements. It will permit 

existing LAN applications to migrate to the ATM environment 

without upheaval. 

Fig. 2.6 View of ATM LAN environment [19] 

A local ATM network can be used to cover a small geographical 

area (or a large one with a small number of terminals (or a 

large number of terminals), by ATM LAN switch. Multimedia 

workstations can be connected directly to the ATM switches, and 
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existing LANs of Ethernet, FDDI, Token Ring. (See Fig. 2.6.) 

ATM LANs have many advantages over these past solutions and are 

likely to be commercially viable [20). ATM LAN are based on 

international standards and user population; prototypes of 

switching systems have already been demonstrated; and these 

networks are emerging at an appropriate moment as high band

width applications. 

2.3 ATM LAN Switches 

An ATM LAN contains two main components: ATM computer adapters 

and ATM LAN switches. ATM adapters connect workstations and 

personal computers into the ATM LAN over dedicated pairs of 

fibre-optic links. ATM switches form the core of ATM LANs and 

connect multiple workstations, personal computers and mainfram

es. The multiple switches can be connected together to build 

enterprise-wide networks [21). 

ATM switches are the switching systems and much more than a 

fabric, which simply routes and buffers cells. There are two 

main functions in the ATM switching: virtual connection manage

ment and cell routing. 

The ATM switch transfers cells (information) from multiple 

input ports and switch them to one or more output ports. This 

is essentially a packet-switching function, performed on fixed

length cells. The ATM switching is based on VCis and VPis. 
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Chapter 3 will describe in detail the ATM switching technology 

and some of the typical switching fabric architectures. 
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3 .1 Introduction 

CHAPTER 3 

ATM Switching 

The previous chapter described the current state of the protoco

ls and principles of ATM and ATM LANs, as a preparation for the 

foundation for ATM switching. 

In this chapter, the general requirements and the basic archite

ctural models for ATM switching will be discussed. In addition, 

a few typical ATM switching fabric architectures will be 

analysed and discussed. The purpose is to use the characteristi

cs of the architectures and the method of switching as a refere

nce , to help and guide the design of ATM switching fabric. 

The ATM switching uses a fast packet switching technique which 

provides high throughput, better bandwidth efficiency for 

bursty traffic, and inherent rate adaptation [22]. 

In an ATM switch, the ATM cells are transported from an input to 

one or more outputs by translating VPI/VCI of the cell header. 

The switching from input to output can be combined with 

concentration, multiplexing and demultiplexing of ATM traffic. 

A switching fabric is composed of identical basic switching 

building blocks, interconnected in a specific topology. In 

14 



principle, a switch fabric can be implemented by a single 

element (1). (Since such an element could not satisfy the 

requirements of a normal size ATM switching node, larger switch 

fabrics are used.) 

3 .2 Switching Requirements 

As asynchronous transfer modes, the broadband network must be 

capable of transporting all kinds of information, including 

telecontrol over-voice to high quality video. These services 

have different requirements in terms of bit rate (kbits/s to 

Gbits/s) and time transparency (delay) (23). These requirements 

can cope with broadband ATM switches and are some of fundamental 

concepts. 

Information Rates: 

A large number of information rates must be switched in future 

broadband switches. When these rates range from a few Kbits/s, 

up to values of around 155 Mbits/s, the maximum bit rate which 

ATM switches must be able to switch lies around 155 Mbits/s. In 

TDS ATM switches several incoming links at 155 Mbits/s can be 

multiplexed onto a single outgoing link to obtain a higher 

switching bandwidth (potentially Gbits/s). 

Multicast: 

ATM switches have the capability to provide a multicast and 

broadcast functionality. Broadcast can be defined as the 

15 



provision of information from one source to all destinations, 

whereas multicast provides the information from one source to 

many destinations. 

Cell Loss: 

The probability of losing a cell must be kept within limits 

to ensure a high semantic transparency. Typical values for cell 

loss probability mentioned for ATM switches range between 10-9 

and 10-11 (24). 

Some switching fabric architectures are designed so that they 

will not suffer (at input and /or output) from cells competing 

for the same resource internally. Therefore these architectures 

will not lose ATM cells internally, because they can perform as 

internally non-blocking architecture. 

Switching delay: 

The time that it takes to switch an ATM cell through a switch 

is called switching delay. It is also an important factor in the 

design, research and appraisal of an ATM switching architecture. 

Typical values mentioned for the delay of ATM switches range 

between 10 and 1000 µs[25]. 

3 .3 Switching Architecture model 

There are some functional blocks in the switching architecture 

model: input module, output module, and cell switching fabric. 

16 



ATM 

Cell 
Switch 
Fabric 
(CSF) 

1--,,,_ ATM 

Fig. 3.1 Switching Architecture model 

Input Modules (IMs): 

The first function of an input module is the termination of an 

incoming signal. The cells must then be prepared for routing 

through the cell switching fabric. This requires a number of 

fields on the cell: 

* "Validation and translation of the VPI/VCI values" 

* "Possible filtering of signalling cells and to be passed to 

connection admission control entity."[26] 

Output Modules (OMs): 

The output modules are considerably simpler than the input 

modules, because their main responsibility is to prepare ATM 

cell streams for physical transmission. Specific fields may 

include: 

* Possible mixing of signalling cells from CAC and management 

cells from OM with outgoing user data cell streams; 

* Cell rate decoupling (adding empty cells); 

* The payload in the data bus must be appended to the outgoing 

17 



VPI/VCI to build the outgoing cell; 

* Cell buffering." 

Cell Switching Fabric (CSF): 

The 

cells 

cell switch is primarily responsible 

between the other functional blocks 

for transferring 

in the 

switch. In particular, user data cells must be routed from the 

input modules to output modules. Whilst, a switch fabric can be 

implemented by a single switching element. Since such an element 

could not satisfy the requirements of a normal size ATM switch

ing node, larger switch fabrics are used. 

A number of fields of the fabric should be considered: 

* Traffic concentration and multiplexing; 

* Multicasting or broadcasting; 

* Cell scheduling based on delay priorities; 

* Selective cell discarding based on loss priorities; 

* Congestion monitoring." 

3.4 ATM Switching Architecture 

The objective of this section is to analysis and compare several 

architectures for ATM switching fabric. The purpose is to 

facilitate the future study of design and performance for 

switching fabric architectures. 

The switching fabric is the central functional block in the 

ATM switch. ATM switch is often meant to refer just to the 

18 



switching fabric, and switch architecture to the design of the 

fabric. 

3. 4 .1 Requirements 

The preceding chapter has defined the ATM switching fabric as 

more than a simple fabric. These basic functions are handled 

by a routing and buffering functional block within the switch

ing fabric. The architecture for ATM switching fabric attempts 

to transmit cells without any cell loss occurring, to minimise 

cell delay and transfer the cells at high speed. 

Therefore, designing an architecture of ATM switching fabric, 

the following are some factors to be considered: congestion, 

cell loss, cell delay, and multiplexing. 

Chapter 1 referred to the problems which should be solved in 

the design of an ATM switching fabric architecture. The objec

tives of this switching fabric will focus on low probability 

of cell loss with high speed (around 2.5 Gbits/s) processing. 

3.4.2 The Switching Fabric Architectures 

This section deals with the general classification of switchi

ng fabric architectures. The switching fabric is the central 

functional block in the ATM switch. 

At present, research in switch design has been widespread, 
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and many commercial ATM s witches have been developed based on 

ideas from early research prototypes. A few switching 

fabric approaches are classified as (24] (27] (28] : 

* Shared memory; 

* Shared medium ; 

* Space division ; 

* Fully interconnected. 

Actually, all current switch designs are based on variations 

or combination of these approaches. The shared medium and the 

space division will be described in detail in the following 

pages. The detail architecture and characteristics for Shared 

memory and Fully interconnected are described in reference 

[ 2 6] • 

Shared Medium 

For shared medium approach , cells may be routed by means of a 

shared medium, ring, bus , (29] or dual bus. An example of a 

fabric using a Time Division (switching) multiplexed ( TDM) [ 30 J 

bus is shown in Fig. 3.2. 

The principle of its implementation is simple. Incoming cells 

from the input ports in parallel are sequentially broadcast on 

the bus in a round-robin fashion . The address filters examine 

the internal routing tag on each cell to determine if the cell 

is destined for that output. The address filter passes the 
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appropriate cells through to the output buffers. 

The time division switching fabric can be thought of as a 

"traffic circle", in which the traffic from each street (or 

input/output port) is entering. The traffic circle (switch) is 

controlled by a traffic light (or time slot). The traffic is 

only allowed to pass into the traffic circle when the light is 

green. 

N 

T 
D 
M 

b 
u 
s JJJ-{3--N 

buffers 

AF: address fitter 
SIP: serial-to-parallel 
PIS: parallel-to-serial 

Fig. 3.2 The Shared medium approach 

This switching fabric is often referred to as being non-

blocking. This approach involves output queuing. In this 

architecture, the fabric capacity is greater than or equal to 

the sum of the individual input capacities, therefore no cong

estion is within the switching fabric. In addition, because 

the architecture is a single stage switch, its minimal delay 

is able to predict. 

Space Division 

In a Space Di vision fabric ( or called Multistage Matrix Switching 
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fabric), concurrent paths can be established between input 

and output ports, so that many cells may simultaneously be 

transmitted across the switching fabric. Banyan fabric is a 

common example of multistage matrix switching (See Fig. 3.3). 

Banyan fabric provides an important function of self-routing. 

The output port of an ATM cell is determined by its virtual 

channel and virtual path identifiers. This output port is 

specified by a routing header, which is appended to the start 

of the cell giving the output port address in binary. 

input output 

stage 

Fig. 3.3 Example of a Banyan network 

The purpose of Banyan fabric is to achieve high speed switch

ing and high throughput in hardware. The switching is perfor

med by small, simple switching elements, in which cells are 

routed in parallel; all elements operate at the same speed; 

and larger fabrics can be constructed modularly and 

recursively. 
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On the other hand, a multistage matrix fabric is analogous to 

a city street grid in which a number of traffic intersection 

(2x2 switching elements) need to be traversed to reach the end 

port destination. Similar to a city street grid, some chance 

of delay, collision, and traffic congestion at each intersec

tion does exist . . 

3.5 Summary 

The two design approaches have been described in the preceding 

section 3.4. The two major types of switching fabric architec-

tures exist in today's local ATM switch products: time division 

fabrics and space division fabrics ( multistage matrix switching) . Each of 

these architectures has its relative advantages and disadvanta

ges. 

For the shared medium approach of the switching fabric, the time 

division method is used. This is a simple architecture and 

satisfies the requirements of ATM switching (no congestion and 

no cell loss). Therefore, the shared medium architecture is 

most commonly used in time division switching for ATM switching 

fabric design. 

The architecture of the TDS fabric is a non-blocking. All 

input/output ports can transmit at their highest rate without 

any chance of blocking or congestion within the switching 

fabric. For a 16 ports switch, each port occupies a time slot of 
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1/16 of the rate in the fabric. (If the rate is 2.5 Gbit/sec. in 

the fabric, each port would get a time slot of 155 Mbits/s.) 

The capacity is greater than or equal to the sum of the 

individual input/output ports, so that there is no congestion at 

the port level. This type of switching is a single stage switch 

with minimal delay associated with cell transit, therefore 

its delay is very low. 
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CHAPTER4 

Local ATM TDS Fabric Architecture 

In chapter 3, a few typical switching fabric architectures were 

analysed and discussed. This chapter will describe in detail an 

architecture and the principle of the performance for ATM time 

division switching (TDS) fabric. The plan for the switching 

fabric architecture will be described in three parts: input 

module, routing fabric and output module [31]. 

4 .1 The Architecturt Frame Work 

Chapters 1, 2, and 3 provided the background and the require

ments of the design for ATM LANs and architectures for the 

switching fabric, so that the foundation for a design of the 

switching fabric can be supplied. 

The design has also considered when the cells cross the 

switching fabric and how the TDS switching fabric can manage the 

traffic. 

In this 16 ports switch, the shared medium approach for ATM 

Switching fabric adopts the time division multiplexing 

technique. The aggregate capacity of the TDS fabric is 2.5 

Gbits/sec. 
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According to the functions for the ATM switching fabric, this 

switching fabric will be divided into three major modules: 

* Input module 

* Routing fabric 

* Output module. 

The input module accepts the incoming cells and sends them to 

the routing fabric. The module schedules the incoming cells. 

The routing fabric translates the VPis/VCis of these cells. 

The output module reconstructs the outgoing cells. The capacity 

is the same as the routing fabric. 

A centralised clock synchronises the exchange between these 

modules. 

ATM Cells 
(155Mbps) 

c::::I] 

Routing Fabric 0 -- 0 (2.5Gbps) 
1 ~ - 1 (Payload . 

Data . . 
. . 
. Address Routing 

Table 
Pl 

15 15 --
f t t I Clock I 

Out ut Module 

qutput 

Input 

Input Module 
p 

Fig. 4. 1 The structure of the TDS switching model 
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4 .2 Ir:put Module 

The TDS fabric requires that incoming cells are sequentially 

broadcast on the bus in a round-robin fashion. The input module 

has to manage the incoming cells from the 16 ports. 

In order to guarantee a short transfer time, the pattern of the 

transmission for each cell (424 bits) is converted from a serial 

to a parallel bits stream in the input module (see Fig. 4.2.). 

0 0 

1 

2 

15 

Cell-paralle 

ATM Cell ( 53 Bytes) 

Buffers bit 

Bits-series 

Input 

Scheduler 

Clock 

Cell-series 

bit 

Buffers 

Bits-parallel 

Fig. 4.2 The cells change from parallel to series 

4.2.1 Input Scheduler 

The input scheduling module is an important part of the time 

division switch. When the input buffers are filled with the 

incoming cells (each cell is 424 bits), the scheduler will 

provide a time slot for a predetermined time period to multiplex 

the 16 buffers onto the routing fabric. 
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The capacity of TDS switching fabric must be equal or greater 

than the sum of the capacities of all input links. 

5.9MHz o..· ------'-----~----~-------~ 

Fig. 4.3 Input scheduler 

Referring to Fig.4.4, each input port is allocated a time slot 

( Ti ) of 2 . 7 4 µs . 

L 424 bits 
Ti = - = = 2. 74 µs 

V 155 Mbits/s 

(* Where L expresses the length of a cell, in bits.) 

(* Where V expresses the bit rate of a cell, in bits/sec.) 

Then the transfer time of each port (ti) is 170ns. 

Ti 2.74 µs 
ti = -- = = 170 ns 

N 16 ports 

(* Where N is the number of N the port.) 

The scheduler multiplex for 16 input buffers, the multiplex 

frequency (f) is 5.9 MHZ for each buffer (Fig. 4.4.) . 

1 1 

f = - = --- = 5.9 MHZ 
ti 170 ns 
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port 0 

port 1 

port 2 

-I,1~-------------1,fL-
~ _l__n__ 

y;L-
~i = 170 ns [ f=5.9 MHz) 
I 

port 14 

port 15 -t-1 __________________ tl :ri__ 
Ii-•----- Ti =2.74 us __________ t_l_G; 

ti: The occupied time for every port 

Ti: The time slot 

Fig. 4.4 Time scheme of the scheduler 

4.2.2 Input Queue Module 

In the input queue module, there are two registers associated 

with each input port, Register 1 (Rl) and Register 2 (R2). Each 

buffer stores a 53 bytes (424 bits) cell plus 1 bit (PI) 

indicating whether the buffer is empty or full (For PI=l, the 

buffer is full). 

The Rl buffer is to accept the incoming cells from only one 

port. It must be able to accept the incoming cells as a serial 

stream, and when the bit PI=l, it send those bits in a parallel 

stream to R2 buffer. 

The R2 buffer forwards the cell to the routing fabric every 

2.74 µsec. From the R2 buffer, a cell (424 bits) and PI (1 bit) 

will be sent to the Data bus (384 bits in the cell payload), the 

Address bus (40 bits in the header of the cell) and the Pl (1 
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bit) to the routing fabric. The R2 buffer will be emptied 

within 170 ns and carried to the output buffer module. 

Input Scheduler 

Cells 

Pl 

Add res si------t---1 

Data 

Rl R2 

Input Queue Module Pl Address Data 

Fig. 4.5 Input Queue Module 

4.3 Routing Fabric 

The routing fabric is the core of the ATM switch. It is respon

sible for the transport of cells within the switch. The functi

ons are to translate VCI/VPI, and routing the cells to the 

appropriate output port (ports), as quickly and efficiently as 

possible. 

In the routing fabric, a table addressed by the incoming header 

of the cell (40 bits), translates the VCI/VPI and routes the 

cell to its output port (or ports). 

Table 4.1 shows how cells are routed. If a cell arrives at input 
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port number O, and the content of the address (VCI/VPI) is 

00010010, the table will guide the cell to output ports number 

2, and allocates a new VPI/VCI 00000010, while retaining the 

same cell content. The input port number 1 has an incoming cell, 

and its VCI/VPI is 00010000. The routing table will guide it to 

the output port number O, with a new VPI/VCI of 00000000. 

Input port VCINPI Output port VCINPI 
number number 

0 00010010 2 00000010 
1 00010000 0 00000000 
2 00011111 15 00001111 
3 00100100 o. 4 00011101 

. . . 

Table 4 . 1 A example for routing table 

A suitable hardware which performs this work will have to be 

found. According to the routing functions and access speeds of 

the routing fabric, RAM (random access memory) will be selected 

to do it. 

The random access memory (RAM) [ 33] [ 34] can be used as a 

routing table for translating and guiding the address (VPI 

/VCI) of the cells in this design. 

Fig. 4.6 shows the processing of the cell header in the 

switching fabric. In figure 4.6 a routing table element is 

shown ( refer to Appendix C). 
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VCINPI Switching V Switching V 
I I A I element I IC I element I I sj 

.... ... .... ,,, 
Table 

,,, 
Table 

,,, 
m n 

A C,m C B, n 

~ ~ 

Header 1ransla1ion in each slage : I old VPINCI J _.. new VPINCI + oulput link 

Fig. 4.6 The Table Routing element for the head of the cell 

In Fig. 4.7, 40 address signals enter the routing fabric (RAM), 

and there should be 40 other address signals going out from the 

routing fabric to the output buffers, as well as a 16 bit tag 

identifying the output module for this cell. 

Address 

from switch contro l 

Address Content 

r "/\ 
00 I I ao unit 

l I 01 
unit ( 01 I 

I 0% 
02 unit I Address 

I 03 · .unit I I 03 

l 
" unit I 

l .. . 
Decoder . I· 

' ~ 
. ' -. , . 

,/ ( 

I , ~ 

I l 
I n I 

n nuit I l 
I 

t I 
Controi 1 I L ___________ _..;J 

Error address signal (1 wire; 

Address ( 40 wires) 

Si (16 wires) . 

( Si : choose a output buffer ) 

Fig. 4. 7 Routing Table structure for head of the cell 

The header of a cell passes through the routing fabric (RAM), 

Towards the output buffers in the output module. 
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4.4 Output Module 

The routing table and output buffers are straightforward in 

their implementation. In the output module, the output buffers 

collect the parallel bit stream at a speed equal to N times that 

of the port speed. 

When the output buffer(s) receives a signal Si=l, this (these) 

output buffer(s) open and accept the bits. The buffers can be 

loaded with the Address Bus (40 bits) which is passed through the 

routing fabric, the Data8us(384 bits), and the single PI bit. 

The transfer time from the incoming module to the loading into 

the buffer of the input module is 170 ns. 

If cells from different input ports are scheduled for the same 

output port, the output module will place cells into buffers 

that are associated with the same output port (refer to 

Fig. 4. 8) . 

Data 

Routing 

Table 

Data_ I Address jPlj 
Address t t 

1 Data I Address IPII 

. 

Load Mode (par allel/ serial) 

Pl 

Clock ~ Data 

0 utp ut Buffers 

Fig. 4.8 The Output Module 
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In chapter 6, where the simulation results and analysed, the 

amount of storing cells for each output port will be presented. 

4.5 Feature 

In the above sections, the architecture for ATM Time Division 

Switching fabric was described in detail. 

The bandwidth of the switching is high, due to the single stage 

routing. (The result for the transfer time will be shown in 

Chapter 5.) 

This architecture is able to avoid the congestion, collision and 

blocking in the switching fabric. 
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CHAPTERS 

Performance of the ATM TDS Fabric 

5 .1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 described Time Division Switching fabric architecture 

and its characteristics. This chapter will focus on the perfor

mance of the ATM TDS fabric architecture. The performance of 

this architecture will be studied using the OPNET, which is a 

communication network simulation software tool. 

OPNET ( Optimised Network Engineering Tools) is a communication 

simulation package consisting of three models[36]: Network, Node 

and Process, to describe the target system. The package provides 

a language called Proto-C. which processes models depicting state

transitions in a graphic format to support visualisation of top 

level control flow. OPNET also includes ATM model description 

and ATM model simulation. These functions enable OPNET to 

simulate a wide range of communication systems. 

OPNET is also a system of inter-related programs, libraries, 

data, file and simulation models, and it is invoked from a UNIX 

shell. OPNET provides a comprehensive development environment 

for the modelling and performance evaluation of communication , 

networks. System behaviour and performance are analysed by 
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performing discrete event simt:lations. 

~ 
·EXIT 

Fig. 5.1 Tool Window of OPNET 

OPNET provides seven tools for creating models: Network, Node, 

Process, Parameter, Probe, Simulation and Analysis Tool Windows, 

these define parameters controlling simulation, and can analyse 

simulation results. They each have the single purpose of defini

ng models at one level of the modelling hierarchy . 

In OPNET, the Simulation Kernel Manual (available in the Libra

ry) serves as a reference for the services provided by the simu

ulation kernel. The simulation services are accessed through 

Kernel Procedures (KP's) (37], which can be called up from with-

-
in process models, and C functions which have been scheduled as 

interrupts. 

Using OPNET simulation, the model selected will be involved in 
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the implementation of the character of the ATM switch. (ATM Model 

Suite Entity [38] is briefly described.) But it is difficult to 

establis~ the modules, because of the complexity of the ATM swi

tching fabric. The modelling includes the structure model, and 

the model must be matched with OPNET modules. Experience has 

shown that TDS fabric model is divided into several big parts 

or modules), linking each other up to make a Network. On the 

basis of the function of every module, nodes are set-up in Node 

Tool Window, then its dynamic model for ATM switch is used for 

Proto-c language to edit in OMT (Object-oriented Modelling Tech

nique), thus directly mapping the object-oriented dynamic 

model into the OPNET Process Model. 

5.2 Performance 

5 .2.1 Briefing 

In OPNET, several examples of simulation on the communication 

network are cited in the OPNET Tutorial Manual [39], and there 

is an ATM switch ready-mode model in the ATM Model Description 

of OPNET Example Models Manual as well. Of course, they only 

promote use for users are if you make up your own model, you 

will need to utilise them with efficiency. 

ATM switching fabric architecture is a complicated model. It is 

necessary to establish the frame (the structure model) [40] of 

TDS fabric architecture on the Network tool window first, so 

that it is easy to understand the performance of the architect-
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ure and to further establish the sub-structures. Then, the Node 

and the · Process Modules in the Network edition will be created. 

Fig. 5.2 displays the frame of operation process for simulation. 

During the processing of simulation, it can be consulted in the 

same way as Packet Switching simulation· in the Tutorial Manual 

for OPNET . , -
1 

I 
I Network 

Node 

Node 

Node 

--, 

Pro cess 

Process 

Process 

L , _ _ The simulating system -- - ---- ____ _J 

Probe 

Simulation 

An alysis 

Fig. 5.2 The Frame of operation process 

The switching fabric consists of some nodes , which are connected 

by link (the streams). Cells travel from the input node to the 

proper output(s) node(s) through the node for switching 

fabric. These nodes will perform the simulation in a couple of 

the processing programs (Proto-C)of their processes . 

5.2.2 Establishing the Network of the IDS Fabric 

The Network editor is used to specify the topology of a network 

model in terms of the objects that it contains and the relation-
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ships between them . 

The modelling of a local ATM Time Divis ion Switching fabr ic h a s 

been described in chapter 4. The architecture consists of three 

modules (Input module, routing fabric module, and output module) 

. Therefore, according to the functions and the architecture of 

the three modules, the topological network will be created in 

Network Editor of OPNET. 

Subnetwork: 

First, the Subnetwork is set-up, which is a container for 

addi tional network objects , and including other subnetwork. As 

the system become more complex, it is sometimes useful to v iew a 

group of nodes within the network as an entity . Such a grouping 

of nodes, along with the links connecting them, is called a 

subnetwork. 

Subnetwork 

This subnetwork includes the three modules: input module, 

routing fabric module and output module. 

Input Module: 

In the input module, if each input port is indicated by~, 

then the 16 input ports are in parallel. 

The input modul e will arrange the incoming cells in p a rallel to 

change into cells in series . This function use another~ to 
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express, that these cells queue in · the buffers to wait to go 

through. the switching fabric. The module is shown on Fig. 5 .3. 

Fig. 5.3 Input Module in the Network 

Each O node can provide its elf Attrtbutes in the OPNET. The 

node atm_qt...nt is shown on Table 5. 1 for example. 

fixed node atmtd16 10 n.atm g1 n1 
attribute value e default value 
name atm_q1_n1 string f 
model aq1b_node0 enumerated NONE 
x position -76.7199760256757 double 0.0 
y position 45.3907737519817 double 0.0 
threshold 0.0 double 0.0 
icon name fixed_comm icon fixed_comm 
altitude 0.0 double 0.0 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
priority 0 integer 0 
source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 
user id 0 integer 0 
q_O.num.:....servers promoted integer 1 
q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 
q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

Table 5.1 The Attribute for atm_q1_n1 
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Routing fabric Module: 

Naturally, the routing fabric can be thought of as a medium, so 

it will be shown as a t(:)J in the middle, and connects with 

~· input module and output module by the links. 

Output Module: 

The output module has 16 output ports. And it uses 16 t(:)J to 

express and connect with routing fabric module. It should cover 

the function of the output module. 

TDS Fabric Frame: 

Then, the point-t o-point links connect these nodes organically. The 

TDS architecture in the Network Model is shown Fig. 5 . 4. 

Fig. 5.4 TDS fabric architecture in Network Tool Window 
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In OPNET, the Network model is translated into a C program to 

execute the simulation which can contaip the analysing behaviour 

and the perfonnance of the (system) architecture. The model con

sists of some nodes which are interconnected by links, so next 

section will focus on creating Node and Process modules. The 

report of the Attribute for the Network Model will be shown in the 

Appendix. 

5.2.3 Creating Nodes and Process Modules 

5.2.3.1 Introduction 

The Node Editor is used to specify the structure of device models 

that can be substantiated as nodes. Nodes are composed of 

several different types of objects . The following types of 

objects are used to construct node models: 

Processor : a general purpose, highly programmable object 

whose behaviour is specified by a Proto-C process model 

developed in the Process Editor . Processors are used to 

model such diverse hardware and software functions as 

protocol units. 

Queue : a fully programmable object with built-in support 

for developing models of queuing disciplines . A Proto-C 
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process model, embedded within the queue, can insert 

packets into and retrieve packets. 

Ideal Generator : a simple traffic source used to generate 

packets in a pattern specified by probability distribu

tions. It is· used for the time separating consecutive 

packets and for the size of the generated packets. 

[ j ~ ·I] [ I· EI] Point-to-Point Receiver and Point-to-Point Transmitter, 

incoming and outgoing interface from a point-to-point 

link to a node, and from a node to a point-to-point 

link . This model receives (and accepts) packets 

transmitted by the remote node attached to a point

to-point link, (from other modules in the local node, 

and fo:rwards them to other modules in the local node 

(and fo:rwards them to the remote node attached to a 

point-to-point link.). 

PacketStream: this object is a unidirectional connection 

capable of transferring packets between two modules in the 

same node. 

When creating the Processor [I I] , a couple of types of 

objects are concerned. Proto-C process model needs to develop in 

the Process Editor, so the Process Editor is a very important 

step, and it cannot be separated from the creation of the node 
/ 

module. 
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The Process Editor is the environment in which Proto-C specific

ations are developed. Proto-C is a mixed graphic and textual 

language specifically designed to support model development for 

interrupt-driven processes such as communication protocols and 

distributed algorithms. Proto-C process models include a Finite 

State Machine (FSM) diagram with embedded C statements, and 

various blocks containing codes for variable declaration, macros 

,constants, and function definitions. The FSM diagram represents 

the functional flow of the process with an easily interpreted 

diagram of States and transitions (STD ). 

Proto-C process description consists of a graphic state transi

tion diagram and the blocks of code embedded within its states. 

Several additional data and code blocks are incorporated into 

Proto-C models to support the activities specified in the main 

body of the STD. 

Start ( 
) I 

\ 
Code Blocks 

Diagnostic 

Function 

~eader 

. ' Temporary Variables 

· ; State Variables 

--

Initialize 
System 

Fig. 5.5 An Example FSM 

Packet Received 

Executives 

----

I 
/ 

They are State Variable Block (SV); Temporary Variable Block (TV); 
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Header Block (HS); Function Block (FB) ; Diagnostic Block (DB); 

Termination Block (TB); Process Model Attributes; Child Process 

List. 

. 5.2.3.2 Input module: 

1) The source for ATM cell : 

A probable source for ATM cells is similar to cells that come 

from other ATM switches, multi-stations or users. A convenient 

source for simulation ( [c~)] ideal generator) will be added into 

the input modules. 

Therefore, creating a Packet Format for ATM cells using the 

Parameter Editor , the packet format is one of the parameter mod

el types. A packet format consists of a list of field definitio

ns each with the following properties: "name, type, size, and 

default value." For example, the ATM cell is defined as the 

packet format for the ideal generator in the Packet Format Data 

Table. (To see Table 5. 2) 

Packet Format Report: acellp_pk Tue Apr21 21 :55:10 1998 Page 1 of 2 

Field O 
Comf]onent Name: ... Comoonent Value: 
Field Name GFC 
Type integer 
Size (bits) 4 
Default Value 0 
Default Set set 
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Com anent Name: 
Field Name 
Type 
Size (bits) 
Default Value 
Default Set 

Com anent Name: 
Field Name 
Type 
Size (bits) 
Default Value 
Default Set 

Com anent Name: 
Field Name 
Type 
Size (bits) 
Default Value 
Default Set 

Com anent Name: 
Field Name 
Type 
Size (bits) 
Default Value 
Default Set 

Com anent Name: 
Field Name 
Type 
Size (bits) 
Default Value 
Default Set 

Field 1 

Field 2 

Field 3 

Field 4 

Field 5 
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Com anent Value: 
VPI 
integer 
8 
-1 
set 

Com anent Value: 
VCI 
integer 
16 
-1 
set 

Com anent Value: 
PT 
integer 
3 
0 
set 

Com anent Value: 
CLP 
integer 
1 
0 
set 

Com anent Value: 
HEC 
information 
8 

set 



Field 6 
Comoonent Name: Comoonent Value: 
Field Name payload 
Type packet 
Size (bits) 0 
Default Value 
Default Set unset 

Field 7 
Comoonent Name: Comoonent Value: 
Field Name payload_bits 
Type information 
Size (b its) 384 
Default Value 
Default Set set 

Field 8 
Comoonent Name: Comoonent Value: 
Field Name port 
Type integer 
Size (bits) 0 
Default Value 
Default Set unset 

Field 9 
Comoonent Name: Comoonent Value: 
Field Name Pl 
Type integer 
Size (bits) 1 
Default Value 
Default Set set 

Table 5.2 The packet Format for ams_atm_cell 

2) Setup for a model for the loading of ATM cell 

The model process f or the l oading of an ATM cell and setting-
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up of parameters for the head of ATM cell can be based on the 

mathematics model (Distribution Packet) (41]. 

According to the function of "set" node, the process model is 

shown in Fig. 5.6. 

g Set 
p_O 

-+ ----@----~~~---

Fig. 5.6 The process model for Set 

For this model, one possible implementation employs three 

states: 

* Initial is the start of the FSM where the packet (cell) 

is initialised and where the FSM responds to setting up the 

mathematics model for loading cells. 

* \Vait, where the FSM waits for a cell arrival; 

* Set, where the FSM responds to setting up the address: the VCI 

and the VPI, and a constant: PI. For different input ports, 

the different value (number) of VCI and VPI can be setup. For 

example: 

Input number #1: VCI = 1, VPI = 1, PI = l; 

Input number #5: VCI = 5, VPI = l, PI = l; 

Input number #14: VCI = l, VPI = 2 / PI = l; 

Input number #10: VCI = 0 / VPI = l, PI = l; 
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.... etc. 

The Proto.-C from Simulation Kernel ( in Simulation Kernel Manual) 

will be written into the Executives of the Initial and the Set. 

The Simulation Kernel is event driven; it maintains a schedule 

of events which it uses to determine when process models should 

be invoked. The Simulation Kernel delivers an interrupt to proc

ess and passes control to the process. 

In other words , the process model is the dynamic model, which 

uses Proto-C language to describe the processing of cells moving 

in the switching fabric. Table 5.4 shows the program of set 

process model. 

Process Model Report: atm setp 

Header Block 
#define ARRVL (op_intrpt_type () = OPC_rNTRPT_STRM) 
#defme IN_STRM 0 
#defme OUT_STRM 0 

State Variable Block 
Distribution* \address_dist; 
Distribution• \PI_dist; 

Temoorarv Variable Block 
Packet* acellp_pk; 
double route_delay; 
int VCI, VPI, PI; 
int output_port; 

5 int temp; 
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orcedstate. init 
attribute- value 
name init 
enter execs (See below.) 
exit exec!:i (empty) 
status forced 

enter execs init 
address_dist = op_dist_load ( • bernoulli · ,0,3); 
PI_dist = op_dist_load (•constant · , O, l ); 

transition init -> wait 
attribute value 
name tr_26 
condition 
executive 
color RG8333 
drawing style spline 

arced state set 
attribute value 
name set 
enter execs (See below.) 
exit execs (empty) 
status fo rced 

enter execs set 
acellp_pk = op_pk_get (op_intrpt_strm ()); 

temp=op_dist_outcome (address_dist); 
/ *printfi"o/od.\n", temp); •/ 

S op25_pk_nfd_set (acellp_pk, ·vcr •, temp); 
op25_pk_nfd_set (acellp_pk. · VPI ·, temp); 
op25_pk_nfd_set (acellp_pk, ·PI·, !); 
op_pk_send(acellp_pk, OUT_STRM); 
/*printfi"Going with VC and VP= o/od.\n", temp); 

10 •/ 

transition set-> wait 
attribute value 
name tr_28 
condition 
execu:ive 
color RG8333 
drawing style spline 
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tyoe default value 
string st 
textlist 
textlist (empty) 
toggle unforced 

t e default value 
string tr 
string 
string 
color RGB333 
toggle spline 

t e default value 
string st 
textlist 
textlist (empty) 
toggle unforced 

tvoe default value 
string tr 
string 
string 
color RGB333 
toggle spline 



unforced state wait 
attribute value type default value 
name wait string st 
enter execs (See below.) textlist 
exit execs (empty) textlist (empty) 
status unforced toggle unforced 

l'"'rw wait 

transition wait->set 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name tr_27 string tr 
condition ARRVL string 
executive string 
color RGB333 color RGB333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 

Table 5.3 The Set Process Model Report 

3) Queue 

The queue becomes the input buffer in practical performance. It 

can store the incoming cells, and can change into a cell in 

bits-parallel from bits-series. 

In the process model for the queue model, we select the Active, 

Concentrating, acb_fifo_ms queue process model [ 42 J . It accepts 

packets (ATM cells) from any number of sources and autonomously 

forwards them to a single destination module. Enqueued pack2ts 

wait for the completion of service of early arriving packets 

before they themselves may begin service and eventually be 
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forwarded. The atrn_acbf_ms (Multi-service) has a number of 

concurrent servers supported by the queue,and is configurable 

via the process model attribute. 

Fig. 5.7 The STD cf (atm_acbf_ ms) 

4) Count 

Another process will count the amount of incoming cells, such as 

a monitor for the statistic. 

[I I] Count 

' 

/ 

' ' I 
I 

I ., 
(ARRVL) 

Fig. 5.8 The count in STD -

Table 5.4 shows the report for the count process model. The 

purpose is to make a statistic for incoming cells to every input 
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port. 

Process Model Comments 
This is for count" the amount of the A TM cells 

Process Model Interface-Attributes 
·Attribute begsim intrpt properties 
Prooertv Value Inherit 

Assign Status: set 
Initial Value: enabled NIA 
Default Value: disabled YES 
Data Type: toggle NIA 
Attribute Descriptiori: Private NIA 
Comments: YES 

This attribute specifies whether a 'begin simulation 
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root 
process at the start of the simulation . 

Symbol Map: NONE YES 

Attribute endsim intrpt properties 
Prooertv Value Inherit 
Assign Status: set 
Initial Value: disabled NIA 
Default Value: disabled YES 
Data Type: toggle NIA 
Attribute Description: Private NIA 
Comments: YES 

This attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation 
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root 
process at the end of the simulation. 

Symbol Map: NONE YES 

Attribute failure intrpts properties 
Prooertv Value Inherit 
Assign Status: set 
Initial Value: disabled NIA 
Default Value: disabled YES 
Data Type: enumerated NIA 
Attribute Description: Private NIA 
Comments: YES 

This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts 
are generated for a processor module's root process 
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model. 

Symbol Map: NONE YES 

Attribute intrpt interval properties -

Prooertv Value Inherit 
Assign Status: set 
Initial Value: disabled NIA 
Default Value: disabled YES 

' 
Data Type: toggle double NIA 
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Process Model Report: atmq1 _count1 p 

Attribute Description: 
Units: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute priority properties 
Pro e 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Defadt Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description : 
Low Range: 
High Range: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute recovery intrpts properties 
Pro e 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute super priority properties 
Pro e 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 

. Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Thu Apr 30 09:22:30 1998 Page 2 of 4 

Private NIA 
sec. YES 

YES 
This attribute specifies how often regular interrupts 
are scheduled for the root process of a processor module. 
NONE YES 

Value Inherit 
set 
0 NIA 
0 YES 
integer N/A 
Private NIA 
-32767 inclusive YES 
32767 inclusive YES 

YES 
This attribute is used to determine the execution order 
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same 
simulation time. 
NONE 

Value 
set 
disabled 
disabled 
enumerated 
Private 

YES 

Inherit 

NIA 
YES 
NIA 
NIA 
YES 

This attribute specifies whether recovery interrupts 
are scheduled for the processor module's root process 
upon recovery of nodes or links in the network model. 
NONE YES 

Value Inherit 
set 
disabled NIA 
disabled YES 
toggle NIA 
Private NIA 

YES 
This attribute is used to determine the execution order 
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same 
simulation time. 
NONE YES 
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Header Block 
#define ARRVL (op_intrpt_type () = OPC_INTRPT_STRM) 

I StateVariable Block 
I dooble lccioo< 

forced state init 
attribute 
name 
enter execs 
exit execs 
status 

I enter mes init 
I count=0.0; 

transition init -> wait 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 
drawing style 

unforced state wait 
attribute 
name 
enter execs 
exit execs 
status 

transition wait-> count 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 

forced state count 
attribute 
name 
enter execs 
exit execs 
status 

value 
init 
(See below.) 
(empty) 
forced 

value 
tr_O 

RGB333 
spline 

value 
wait 
(empty) 
(empty) 
unforced 

value 
tr_ 1 
ARRVL 

RGB333 

value 
count 
(See below.) 
(empty) 
forced 
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tvoe default value 
string st 
textlist 
textlist (empty) 
toggle unforced 

tvoe default value 
string tr 
string 
string 
color RG8333 
toggle spline 

tvoe default value 
string st 
textlist (empty) 
textlist (empty) 
toggle unforced 

t e default value 
string tr 
string 
string 
color RGB333 

tvoe default value 
string st 
textlist 
textlist (empty) 
toggle unforced 



enter execs count 
count++; 
op_stat__global_ write( op_stat__global_reg( · c a unt l · ),count); 
acellp_pk = op_pk__get (op_intrpt_strm ()); 

5 op_pk_send(acellp_pk,0); 

transition count -> wait 
attribute- value 
name tr_2 
condition 
executive 
color RG8333 
drawing style spline 

oe 
string 
string 
string 
color 
toggle 

Table 5.4 The report for count process model 

5) The point-to-point transmitter 

default value 
tr 

RGB333 
spl ine 

The point-to-point transmitter will transmit the cells to the 

n ext module. And the data rate is entered as 155.52 Mbit / s in its 

Attributes. 

These nodes (the source, the set, the queue, the input count and 

the point-to-point transmitter) will be connected by the Packet 

stream. Each input port module is shown in Fig . 5.9. 

®--
src p_O q_O p_l pt_O 

Fig. 5. 9 The Node Model of Input Port module 
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5.2.3.3 Input queue module: 

Fig. 5.1 O The nodes of input queue module 

* 16 point-to-point receivers receive the cells from the input 

module. 

* 

* 

* 

Queue buffers have a special function, which can change 
qrns_n 

from the incoming cells (from 16 input ports) in parallel into 

the cells in outgoing series. The atrn_acb_fifo_rns process model 

is used, and the multi-services number is setup as 16 (The 

report is shown on Appendix F.). The capacity of the multi

services queue (buffer) is 2.5 Gbit / s . The time slots are 

decided by the service_rate (bits / s) and the size (in bits) of 

a cell in the simulation. 

A process model for count can still work for the monitor. 

Another process model can segment a ATM cell into two 
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packets, one for head of cell (40 bits) and the other one for 

payload ( 384 bits). For the simulation sake of convenience, 

PI (1 bit) could be put with the head of cell together in the 

simulation. Its attribute of node model is shown on Table 5.6 

. It is clear in the making of this process model, the 

purpose is that the head of cell will go through the routing 

fabric (the routing table), and the payload of cell will go 

by bus. 

5.2.3.4 Routing fabric module: 

Routing fabric is a machine (or a table) which guides cells to 

the proper output port(s). The routing fabric as a routing table 

route the head of the cell (40 bits), and use a node model. The 

Node model is shown in Fig. 5.11. There is a count process model 

in this module as well, which make statistics of the cells going 

through the routing fabric . The capacity of the module is 2.5 

Gbit/s. 

A Process Model of the table for routing cells is created. The 

routing table is the index of the stream from which the packet 

(ATM_cell) is to be retrieved. The process must obtain the 

destination address contained in the packet (the head of the 

cell). The destination address is held in the VPI / VCI. 

For example, the value of the VPis / VCis of the incoming cells 

are setup at set process model in the input module, and the 
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corresponding output port numbers for these addresses can be 

provided in the table (the module). Meantime, the new addresses 

(the content of containing original addresses) are brought out 

as well. They are shown as following: 

Fig. 5.11 The Node model of Routing Fabric 

Input number #1 

The value of input VPI=l, VCI=l. 

The new address VPI'= 0, VCI'=2. 

Output number: 2. 

Input number #2 

VPI=l, VCI=O. 

VPI'=O, VCI'= 0. 

Output number: 0 or 9. (Number O or number 9 output ports are 

opened.) 

Input number #3 

VPI = 16, VCI = 0. 
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VPI' = 6, VCI' = 0. 

Output number: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. (16 output ports open in same time.) 

Input number #4 

VPI=lOO, VCI=l; 

Wrong address! 

Input number #15 

VPI=2, VCI= 3 

VPI' = 2, VCI' = 4; 

Output number: 2 and 3. 

Output number: 0 and 1. ( Number O and 1 output port open in 

same time.) 

Of course, this value of VPI'/VCI' is presumed. It can often be 

ch.anged in the table. If a value of VPI/VCI for a incoming cell 

is not in the table, the routing table will tell you "Wrong 

address!". 

(ARR.VT.,) 

Fig. 5.12 The Process Model of Routing Fabric 
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The Routing Table 

VCI VPI Output port number VCI' VPI' 

1 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 0 1 

1 2 2 0 2 

1 3 3 0 3 

1 4 4 0 4 

1 5 5 0 5 

1 6 6 0 6 

1 7 7 0 7 

1 8 8 0 8 

1 9 9 0 9 

1 10 10 0 10 

1 11 11 0 11 

1 12 12 0 12 

1 13 13 0 13 

1 14 14 0 14 

1 15 15 0 15 

1 16 O or 9 0 16 

1 17 1 0 17 

2 1 O and 1 1 1 

2 5 0 and 5 1 5 

2 20 1 and 2 1 17 

3 0 0, 1 and 2 2 0 
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Table 5.6 The Routing Table 

In the Table 5.6, the routing table is shown for VPI/ VCI of the 

input, output number, and new address (VPI'/VCI') which contains 

original address content. The routing _table in the Proto_C 

program is made in the process model for the routing fabric. The 

VPI's / VCI's are output as they appear on UNIX standard output 

device (on the UNIX shell). 

The fabric delay is monitored in this Process model. The Process 

model of routing table is shown on Fig. 5.12. 

Alternatively, the node is as the bus, and can send the 

send 

payload (384 bit) to the output ports of the switching fabric. 

Its process model is shown on Fig.5.13 . 

.... ~01 
\ t \ 
I I I (default) 
\ t \ 
I (ARRIVAL)\ \ 

I ' ' \ ',, '8 ' ' 
,, __ J.default) __ : ~J.-----

Fig. 5.13 The Process Model for the send 

5 .2.3 .5 Output Module: 
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By creating the nodes model and the process model of the input 

and routing fabric modules, the output module is easily created. 

It receives the head of the cell from routing table, and the 

payload of the cell from the bus. These cells will be put into 

the output queue buffers. Then they are sent out successively. 

According to the principle of the time division ATM switching 

fabric, the capacity of the output module is as the same as the 

routing fabric 2.5 Gbits/s. 

In the process Models of the output module, the buffers include 

the reassembly packet (ATM_cell) process model, queue process 

model and the count process model. The node model of the output 

module is shown on Fig. 5.14. 

pr_O res qO p_O pt_O 

Fig. 5.14 The Node Model of Output Module 

The process model for reassembly packet (ATM cell) is an 

important node in the output module of the TDS fabric. It can- be 

the same as a buffer for a reassembly packet, which can 

reassemble the head of an ATM cell (40 bits) and the payload 

(384 bits) to become a whole ATM cell (424 bits), as is shown in 
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the example Fig.4.8. 

Res: 

.... ~~~~9 
\ f \ 
\ 1 \ (default ) 

I \ 
(ARRIVAL)\ \ 

I ' ' 

\, - _ Jdefa•W >; §IJ.-------

Fig.5.15 The Process Model for Reassembly Packet (cell) 

The queue of the output module uses the atrn_acb_fifo [ 43] process 

model. The STD process model is shown on Fig.5.16. It accepts 

packets (ATM cells) and autonomously forwards them to a single 

destination. Enqueued packets wait for the completion of service 

of earlier arriving the packets before they themselves may begin 

·-service and eventually be forwarded. The queue operates with a 

bits first-in first-out discipline. 

(!server_busy && insert_ok) ( ! QUEUE_EMPTY) 

Fig.5.16 The process model for the atm_acb_fifo 
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Therefore, the ATM cells can be changed into the bits in series 

from the bits in parallel in this queue. The data rate for the 

transmitter of this node model is still 2.5 Gbits / s. 

5 .3 Simulation 

In section 5 . 2, the Network, Node and Process models for a local 

ATM TDS have been described. This section will discuss the 

implementation of simulation. 

5.3.1 Setup the parameters for simulation 

In the Probe Tool Window, several parameters have been set-up, 

for example overflow, source throughput, delay, packet_through

put, packet_size, .... etc. The Probe Editor is used to define 

data collection requirements prior to executing a simulation. 

Each desired output is brought about by creating an object and 

configuring it appropriately. Several types of probes are used 

to collect different types of simulation results. Actually, the 

global statistics in the Process Model are used for recording 

switching fabric delay of a cell. 

For this simulation, some parameters are setup in the Probe 

Tool (They will be shown in chapter 6.) . 

5.3.2 Executing the Simulation 

Once prepared, the simulation will start to execute in the 
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Simulation Tool Window. The Simulation Tool Window reflects a 

condition that the Network modules, the Node modules and the 

Process modules execute in simulation. 

The Simulation Tool provides a convenient way to specify simula

tion parameters and execute simulation from within the OPNET 

environment. It contains a Data Table for specifying the simulati

on parameters. 

According to the characteristics of TDS and ATM protocols, some 

of the appropriate values of simulation parameter are set into 

the Data Table. In the following section a number of simulation 

results of the parameters will be shown on chapter 6. 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter described a progressing of the simulation for TDS 

fabric in OPNET in detail. According to the functions and the 

architecture of the ATM TDS fabric, some modules (the input 

module and input queue module, the routing fabric module and the 

output module) were created in Network model, Node models and 

Process models. Their execution is in a Proto_c program of OPNET, 

and many tables for these models can setup the parameters as the 

variable functions. The simulation for these models can give a 

reflection for dynamic implementation. The pattern of these 

results will be discussed in chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER6 

Simulation Results and Analysis 

In chapter 5, the Network module, Node modules and Process 

modules which were created have been described in detail. In 

this chapter, the results of simulation are analysed, and these 

results also reflect some characteristics for the architecture 

of the switching fabric. 

The Analysis Tool offers the capability of presenting simulation 

statistics in a variety of two-dimensional graphic formats. The 

output vector files provide dynamic time-series data show how 

recorded statistics change over time during a single simulation 

run. The statistics monitors reflect the result of simulation. 

The Analysis tool can have multiple vectors plotted on the same 

graph (44]. and the results of the simulation can be taken from 

any simulating step. For the TDS fabric, the results and their 

analysis will be divided into four steps: the input module,input 

queue module, routing fabric and the output module. 

6.1 The Input module 

If the Source interarrival args ( in the data table of the simulation 

tool window) of each source is setup at O. 001, the throughput of 

each source is 1000 cells. 
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The simulation results can be checked in the input module. Any 

one of the input ports can be taken out of its simulation result 

, for example input port number 13, will shown on Fig.6.1 . 

.. l:n\tdlS_Io_n. •l:m._ql_n13 . pt_O . ch.mntl ( 0). pX_t.hcuput (xlOOO ) 

2 . S 

2 --------- : -----··-:-----··--·---·--·-----·-·-··-··-··----

1. S -·----·---·-· ' -----··-:·-------··--·-- ' --···-·--·-·
1
----· 

:,. 

0 . S 
------~-----\ ___________ ( ____________ ( ___ _ 

t.:ni.« ( sec ) 

Fig.6.1 The throughput of the input port number 13 

Or the input port number 12, can be seen on Fig.6.2. 

t.hrouputlZ (xlO OO) 

7 ________ ! ___ _! _____ + _ __ _,_ ____ _ 

l 

s -------.. ··---~' ------·---1------1------
5 ----·-- ' ·--->------ -------\ ! : i 
4 • ___________ ! ___ l ___ ___ ! __________ ; -----

! i i • 
3 ------------~---+----:--- :---
2 _____________ i l· .l ! 

t.iiu (s tc ) 

Fig.6.2 The throughput of the input port number 12 

These two results are the same at 1000 cells. The meaning is 

t hat there is no lost cell in the input module . 
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In Fig.6.3, the statistic for delay of the input module is repr-

esented. The result is 7.227 xle-9 second. 

in_dcl.ll,I (xl t-0 9) 

7 . 227 

7. 227 

7 . 227 

7. 227 

7. 227 

7 . 227 •--+---<--• 

7. 227 

7. 227 

7. 227 

i . i 
I I 

--l-~ - 1 - i---!--+--+--+--+--1 
i i i ! . '---------~-----------· 

0 . 01 0 . 02 0.03 0 . 04 0 . 05 0 . 06 0 . 07 0 . 08 0 . 09 0 . 1 
tiru ( H e) 

Fig.6.3 The delay for the input module 

in_pksiu 

0 . 75 -

0. 5 

0 . 25 

0.01 0.02 o.ol o .o~ o.o5 0 . 06 0 . 01 0 . 08 o.o, o . 1 
t.i.M.c (sec) 

Fig.6.4 The Pksize in the input module 

ovtrtlow souroc 

0. 75 ------,-----,------;-------t-----1 

0. 5 -----·-- !------!----~----!-.. -· _-------
0 . 2 5 -------

' ! i ! r·--l---
tu.c (sec) 

Fig.6.5 The overflows of the input module 
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Only one cell is stored in the input module (Fig 6.4). It testi

fies that-· there is no more cells waiting in the input buffer, 

and there is no overflows (Fig.6.5 will show out this result.) 

6.2 The Input Queue Module 

In the input queue module, incoming cells for 16 input ports are 

queued in series. The results of the simulation are shown in 

Fig.6 .6, Fig.6.7, Fig.6.8 and Fig.6.9. 

3. 5 

2. 5 

l. s 

0 . 5 

tl\ruput_q2 (x lO OOO ) 

0 . 4 0. 5 
t.i.1u ( u .c } 

Fig.6.6 The throughput of the input queue module 

4 . 5"17 

4 . S17 

4 517 

4 . 517 

4 . 517 

4 . 517 

4 . 517 

4 . 51 7 

4 . 517 

4 . 51 7 

,,dddlt d.chy (xlt-10) 

i I 
·,'- -,+------l---·-·- ----

i i 
·--- :- - '.------: ·-·------

! i i 
·-----L--- -'.---·-4----------

! ! I 
[ i 

·---------,. _. _ ____ l ---- i --
i 

I----'---~-- -l----------t 
___ ! ___ ! ___ ___i -

---- ! ____ 1 ____ ! --· I ! I =:,-~:-----~ 
5 

t.inu ( sec ) 

Fig.6.7 The middle delay of the input queue module 
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Fig.6.6 testifies that the sum of throughput of 16 input ports 

is at 16X1000 cells in the input queue module. The middle delay 

for the input queue module is very small at 4.517 Xle-10 second 

(0.45 ns). It can be ignored. The overflow is still zero. The 

_packet size is also 1, so that only one cell queues in the input 

queue module. The results are very good for the input queue 

module. 

m.id-ov ertlows 

0 . 75 ·--·---;- ;---!---·-·+·---: -;--!---; {-

; 
0 . 5 ---- ' - ' --' ---···'-·---' -'·- '--·-- • ....--: : ; 

' 
i 

0 . 25 j ; .; i; .. ·-

0 0.01 0 . 02 0.03 0.04 0 . 05 0 . 06 0.07 0.08 0 . 09 0 . 1 
t.ime (sec) 

Fig.6.8 The overflows of the input queue module 

o. 75 

0 . 5 

0. ZS 

0 0 . 01 o. oz 0 . 03 0 . 0~ 0 . 05 o.o, 0 . 07 0 . 08 o.o, 0.1 
tJJu (uc) 

Fig.6.9 The pksize for input queue module 

6.3 The Routing Fabric 

For the routing fabric, a number of graphics will be shown for 
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the switching fabric delay (Fig.6.10) and throughput through 

the routing fabric (Fig.6.11). The throughputs at the point-to

point transmitter xmt_0--16 are shown, so that the effect for 

executing the routing table can be tested. 

rouh_dtl~y (xlt-08) 

1. 5358 

1 . 5358 -------·----11-------·-----

1. 5358 

1. 5358 

1 . 535 8 

1. 5358 

1 . 5358 

l . 5358 

1 . 5358 

µ::~-- i----~---
0 . 25 0. 5 o. 75 l 

t.iac: ( Jtc) 

Fig.6. '10 The routing fabric Delay 

tl\ruput_rt (x lOOOO) 

3 . 5 , I I 
J ___ ! ----l----~-- --f'---

1 ! 1 i 
z.s-- i I I l-

2 ----: --r--r---i---
1. 5 !:::::===t; =====·c:::====i:=====i·=====l 

I I---+---+----
! I I , , ! 

i I i . I 
! , I i 

~ - 5 

0 . l o. z o. J 0 . 4 o. 5 
t.i.11'. c ( sec) 

Fig.6. '11 The Throughput of Routing Fabric 

The time for routing fabric delay is very small at l.5358Xle-8 

second in the simulation. In other word, a cell going through 

this routing fabric goes through at 1.5358 xle-8 second. The 
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throughput of the routing fabric is still 16000 cells. 

The input ports for VCI and VPI are setup in Table 6.1 (The VPis 

/VCis are setup at the set process model in the input module.). 

Input port number VCI VPI Output port number 

#1 7 1 #7 

#2 9 1 #9 

#3 1 1 #1 

#4 4 1 #4 

#5 2 1 #2 

#6 8 1 #8 

#7 12 1 #12 

#8 16 1 #0 or #9 

#9 17 1 #1 

#10 1 2 #0 and #1 

#11 5 2 #0 and #5 

#12 0 3 #0, #1 and #2 

#13 11 1 #11 

#14 13 1 #13 

#15 15 2 

#16 7 1 #7 

Table 6.1 VCINPI setup for the input port 

Input port #0: VCI=9, VPI=l. The throughput of the transmitter 

is (based on the Routing Table): xrnt_9. (Another Input port #8 

VCI=l6 VPI=l the transmitter is xrnt_O or xrnt 9. The xrnt_9 is 
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3 • 

checked.) Input port #2: VCI=l, VPI=4. The transmitter: xmt_4. 

tl\rouput.o, (xlOOOO) t."l.nl'puop-4 (xlOOO) 

-

I I 

I I I ! I 
I I I 
I I I I I 

i I 
I 
I 

i I 
! I I I I .. 

i i ! 
I i i 
I I ! 

0 . l 0. Z o. 3 0 . 4 0. 5 
t.iat ( uc ) 

Fig.6.12 The thruput for xmt_9 

l. ZS ri-!1---,--:---,--,---,.--,-~ i 
I 

0 . 75 

0. 5 II---'--·--;--;---+-- :---t-' -+--~---l 
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i !. !. I .1 '· 0. ZS --1' -;---i----l-- !---1--r--r---r--
! I I I I 
! ! I i i 

' ' . ' 
0. 01 0. 02 o. oJ o. 04 o.os a.a, 0.01 a. as o.o3 0 . 1 

tilat (uc) 

Fig.6.13 the thruput for xmt_ 4 

Input port #10 VCI=l VPI=2, the transmitter: xmt_O and xmt_l. 

(Similarly, the input port #11 VCI=S VPI=2, the tra.1:1.smitter: 

xmt_O and xmt_S, and one other input port #12 VCI=O VPI=3, the 

transmitter: xmt_O, xmt_l and xmt_2.) The xmt_O ~ill be checked. 

t.trvput_oo {xlOOO) 

i 

I 
h----,----,-----

1 \ 
'---.. 1 

z ---~. ---;---+-----~--
! 
' 

I i ! I 
I 

I l I 
I I 

0 . 1 0. Z o., o.• 0.5 
t.vu ( sec) 

Fig.6.14 The thruput for xmt_O 
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Fig,6.15 The thruput for xmt_ 12 

Input port #6 VCI=l VPI=l2, the transmitter: xmt_l2; 

Input port #13 VCI=l 

Input port #15 VCI=l 

VPI=ll , the transmitter: xmt_ll 

VPI=7 , the transmitter: xmt_7 
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Fig.6.16 The thruput for xmt_ 11 
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Fig.6.17 The thruput for xmt_7 

It is very clear from the results for xmt_4, xmt_7, xmt_ll and 

xmt_l2 that each of the throughput are all 1000 cells. For 

xtm_9, as there are two input ports (#0 and #8) for output 

xmt_9, and another "or" xmt_O, the machine selects output xmt_9. 

So, the throughput of xmt_9 is shown at 2000 cells. For xmt_O, 

as there are three input ports (#10, #11 and #12) for output 

xmt_O, the result is the throughput for 3000 cells. This is 

correct! 

6.4 The Output Module 

The pksize, the throughputs (ATM_cells), the delay of the output 

module, and the overflows will be checked in a number of the 

output ports. The output port number 3, number 10, and number 12 

are selected as the object of the selective examination. 
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Output port number #3 
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Fig.6.18 The throughput of output port #3 

Output port number #4: 
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Fig.6.19The Pksize 
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Fig.6.20 The throughput of output port #4 
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Output port number #13: 
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Fig.6.21 The Pksize for output port #13 
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Fig.6.22 The throughput of output port #13 

From these figures, output port #3's is zero [because there 

are no incoming cells going the through output port #3 (seen on 

the routing table)], each of #4 and #13 are at a 1000 cells for 

throughput, and their pksize is 1 . For the output module, 

considering that the data rate for the output module is the same 

as the routing fabric's, and the delay for the switching fabric 

is very, very small (about 23ns) (much less than the time slot 

for 170ns), only one cell can be stored in the output buffer, 

therefore no other cells can queue in the output buffer. These 

are very good facts. 
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6.5 Others 

In the preceding four sections, some of the parameters were 

fixed in the simulation. But we wish to know what results will 

change when certain parameters are changed. 

In the simulation, some of the parameters can be changed, for 

ex ample: 

1) source interarrival args 

Th e source interarrival args is an attribute for the parameter 

which determines the distribution packet interarriv al time. In 

t h e preceding sections, the source interarrival args is setup 

a t 0.001 . Now, it will be changed into 0.00000274. 

t-.hroup u tl (:c l OO OOO) 
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Fig.6.23 Throughput for atm_q1_n1 

From Fig.6.23 and Fig . 6 . 24, it is very clear when the s ource 

int erarrival args is 0.00000274, the cell throughput is changed, 
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but the delay for routing fabric is not changed. 
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Fig.6.24 The delay for routing fabric 

2) Input ports / output ports 

This architecture is designed for 16 prts. If the input / output 

ports are changed into 4 iuput / output ports, what result will 

happen? Of course, the cell throughput is not changed (the 

source interarrival args is still 0.001). But the delay for the 

routing fabric is changed (see Fig.6.25). 
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Fig. 6.25 The delay for the routing fabric 
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The value is shown at l.81~ xle-8 second. The regular pattern 

is not that input/ output ports are less, but that the delay is 

less. They are not proportional. 

These results ( for the source interarrival args and the input 

/output ports) indicate other characteristics for the architect

ure of the switching fabric. 

6.6 Summary 

These graphics can provide us with a number of points such as: 

1) The time division switching fabric system overflows are 

absolute Zero. 

2) When the throughput of each input port is 1000 cells (to 

set-up the source interarrival args is 0.001), the sum of 

the input is 16000 cells. The throughput for the input queue 

module and the sum of receiving for the routing fabric are 

also 16000 cells. After going through the routing fabric, 

the cells-throughput depends on the routing table. The 

results are all correct. Therefore, the switching fabric 

system is implemented reliably. 

3) In the simulation, the routing fabric delay is in 15. 358 ns 

scope, the delay for input module is at 7.227 ns, and the 

delay for the input queue module is at 0.4517 ns. These 

values are considered small enough. However, a cell spends 
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only 23 ns going through the switching fabric in a time slot 

for 170 ns. 

4) In each of the modules, the packet size (the pksize) is 

checked and their value of the results is all 1. This testif

ies that there · is only one cell stored in the each buffer ( 

the input buffer and the output buffer). No more cells queue 

in the buffers. 

According to the design of the pWitching fabric architecture, it 

has been predicted that there will be low cell loss probabili

ty, no congestion, low delay and non-blocking performance. In 

conclusion, the above points show that the plan of design is 

rational, and tallies with the simulation results. Therefore, 

the switching architecture of the local ATM Time Division-

shared medium for 16 ports has those expected characteristics 

previously referred to. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion 

The cell-based packet switching technique of ATM was driven by 

the research and development of high-speed switching fabrics. 

Innumerable different kinds of switching fabric architectures 

have been created . For example: shared memory, shared medium, 

Banyan, Crossbar, .... etc. These architectures have very good 

individual characteristics. 

In exploring ATM LAN switching fabric, the time division--shared 

medium architecture is selected to be used as the objective of a 

research project. 

The ATM time division switching (TDS) has 16 ports, 2.5 Gbits / s 

capacity in the switching fabric. The performance is based on 

scheduling the input sequential and transferring (routing) the 

cells in bits-parallel. 

A simple architecture, higher speed processing, non-blocking 

performance, and no congestion within are the important 

characteristics of the architecture . 

Through the simulation in OPNET, the results for the switching 

fabric confirm no over flow, correct for routing cells and a 

very small switching fabric delay (only about 23 ns). In each 
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of the modules, there is only one cell stored in each buffer 

the input buffer and the output buffer). Especially, no more 

other cells queue in the output module. 

The design for the ATM switching fabric architecture is, at 

this stage to be regarded as exploratory and with need for 

further research. This research will promote and develop the 

communication network technology with other designs for ATM 

switching fabric architectures. 
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Abstract 

ATNf Local Area Netvvork 
Liang-hong Yu ( Joy Yu ) 

Department of Electrical Engineering 
University of Cape Town 

In future, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is an important mode of communication. 
ATM is a high speed switching fabric that supports voice, data, images and video. Its 
technological appliwcion to the IOC3.l and campus are3. networking environments is currently 
being researched. A Thf network b.as become a trend of communicition technology in the 
world. In this paper, one seeks to introduce the concepts and the :protocols of A Thf, 
the principles and functions of ATM LCCJ.l Afaw Networks, an analysis of the A Tivf fast 
packet switching , finishing with a brief plan of the design. 

Introduction 

Most networks are dedicated to specific se:vices, telephony, TV distribution, circuit-switched 
or packet switched data transfer. 
From 1985 to 1990, ITU ( International Telecommunication Union )-T (CCITI; study Group 
XVID agreed on a number of recommendations to describe the basic parameters of ATivf [l]. 
Refer to Fig.1 for the A Thf reference model [2]. Tne A Tivf layer is to play the role of 
relaying that is the functions of switching and tra.I1smitting data in the network. 

····- Management plane 

Control plane User plane 

Higher layars Higher layers 

ATM adaptation layer 

ATM layer 

Physical layer 

Figure 1. The Protocol Reference Model 

The A Thf transfer mode supporting Broadband - Integrated Services Digital Network 
(B-[SDN) is independent of transf,<Jrt at the Physiwl Layer (PL). AThf uses cells with a 43 
bytes payload and a 5 bytes header to transfer information . 
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Header 
S acets 

lntarmatian field 
48 cc:ets 

Figure 2. ATM Cell Strucarre 

Tne main function of the he:1der is to identify the virtual connection, th.at is the vinual 
channel identify (VCI), and the virtual path identifier (VPI) . ( See Fig. 3 ) Additional 
fields c3.ter far priority handling, and heJ.der error control, etc. 
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Figure 3. He.3..der of the Cell 
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VP! I VCI I 

VCI I 
VCI I PTl I CLP I 

HEC 

Call Header at NeMarx-rn-Netwark 
lnteriac2 

I 

Oc:at 

2 

.1 

Tne h~der of the cell [31 mainly consists of a binary number represe:1ting a logic:u 
address, which is the only information available for routing the cell through the neti;vodc. 
Data conveyed in the infonnarion field wn be from any origin and of any type, · including 
digitised images, digitised ~h, computer files, or signalJing information. 
Tne cells are generated by the information source, some ~ may be unassigned, 
and other assigned. Tne ratio between the number of cells assigned and the total number of 
the cells defines the load of the rnultiple~e:-. An A TM: multiplexing i.s an infinite stream of 
continuous cells [ 4]. ( See Fig .. 4 ) 

Call 

I 

0 User intorma1Jon !!! Heacer (conlaln3 roUtlng k!en1Hlar) 

Figure 4. A Th{ Multiplexing 

Tne multiplexing technique is statistiCJ.l., allowing true integr.:ition of service of any type or 
bit rate on a. single tnnsrnissian medium. Its capacity i.s very flexible a.s it adapts the 
tnn.sport resources to the information flaw rates. 
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The task of the switch is to tr.mslate the VCI/VPI, and cell transfer from its ir11,JUt to a 
dedicated output, by examining the header label of every cell in the stream and route it 
according. {o its predefined path. A TM switching using the packet switching resolved 
modern high speed transfer information. 

A number of factors contribute to making A TM a very important development: the 
multiplex technology makes very efficient use of network capacity for a wide range of 
communications services. ATM can be applied in every area of network, LAN, WAN etc. 
A TM cell implies that simpler and faster hardware techniques can be used, and very high 
bandwidth links ( 2 GbiUs) can be switched; it supports voice, data, video and multimedia. 
Therefore, A Thi technology and applications would bring a revolution in communications. 

The ATM LAN 

The ATM LAN would use a mesh topology , high-speed cell switching, and standard AThf 
protocols. 
In the IEEE802 family of LA.i"T protocols ( ~>-e Fig. 5 ) [5], a ~LA.C (medium access control) 
sublayer should be developed for A Thi LAN that offers the same connectionless MAC 
service as the IEEE802 and FDDI (Fiber Distribution Interface) :MAC sublayer. 

CSMA/CD 

802 .J 

Network layer 

IEEE 802.2 logica.11..inx rnbl.a.yer {LLC) 

Token 
bus 

802.4 

Token 
ring 

802 . .S 

Phy~ic;i..l layer 

B FDDI 
6 

r------.---~-
1 I 
I I 
I ATM 1 
I I 

AC 
ublayer 

L_ ___ ...L_ __ .__ __ ___. 

Figure 5. Toe IEEE 802 family of LAN protocols. 

Toe purposes of using A TM LAN are: 

ata 

ink 

ayer 

1) Emerging network applications, such as video distribution, computer imaging, etc. 
2) Performance of computers, including workstation , etc. 
3) Backbone A TM, for connecting existing hubs, bridges and routes throughout a campus. 
4) Connectivity with wide-area ATM networks. 
5) High bandwidth links are relatively inexpensive in local and campus networking 

environments and its deployment will be economically justified. 
As a result, an A TM LAN would include adapter and driver software for workstation, 
together with a local A Th! switch and switch control software. ( The data. rates between 
workstation ATM adapter would be 155 Mb/s .) The ATM hardware and software provide 
some alternative services to current shared-media LANs. 
A TM host interfaces and local A TM switches are the elements of an A TM LAN. The A Thf 
host interface allows ea.ch host to connect to the network, and its higher layers could 
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Appendix D 

Electronic Component for RAM 

2148H FAMILY 
1024 x 4 BIT STATIC RAM 

''2148H-2 2148H-3 2148H "2148HL-3 I 2148HL 

Max Access n me (ns) 45 55 70 55 I 70 

Max Active Current (mA) I 150 '' 150 '' 150 125 I 125 

Max Standby Current (mA) 30 30 30 20 I 20 

• Improved Performance Margins • HMos· Ill Technology 

• Automatic Power-Down • Common Data Input and Output 

• Single + SV Supply • Three-State Output 

• Completely Static Memory-No Cloclc • High Reliability Plastic or CERDIP 
or Timing Strobe Required Package 

The Intel 2148H is a 4096-bit static Random Access Memory organized as 1024 words by 4 bits using 
HMOS Ill . an ultra high-performance MOS technology. It uses a uniquely innovative design approach which 
provides the ease-of use features associated with non-c!ocked static memories and the reduced standby 
power dissipation assoc:ated with c!ocked static memories. To the user this means low standby power dissipa
tion without the need for clocks. address setup and hold times, nor reduced data rates due to cyc!e times that 
are longer than access times. 

CS controls the power-down feature. In less than a cycle time after CS goes high-disabling tne 2148H-the 
part automatically reduces its power requirements and remains in this low power standby mode as long as CS 
remains high. This device feature results in system power savings as great as 85% in larger systems, where 
the majority of devices are disabled. A non-power-down companion, the 2149H, is available to provide a fast 
chip select access time for speed c~iiical applications. 

The 2148H is assembled in an 18-pin plastic package configured with the industry standard 1 K x 4 pinout. It is 
directly TIL compatible in al l respects: inputs, outputs, and a single + 5V supply. The data is read out 
nondestructively and has the same polarity as the input data. 

' HMOS is a patent process of Intel Corporation. " Improved perlormance margins. 

Pin Configuration 

.. vcc . , .. .. .. 

., ., 
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OHO wt 

230781-1 

Pin Names 
A., - Aq Address lnout.s 

Wt Write Enable 

~ Chio Select 
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Vrr Power (+SVl 

GNO Ground 

Logic Symbol 

.. 
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Truth Table 

~ lwi:I Mode I 1/0 Power 

H X No1 I High Standby 
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Flgure 1. Pin Configuration, 
Logic Symbol, Pin Names and Truth Table 
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Figure 2. 2148H Block Diagram 
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Appendix E 

atm_tds16_net Node Model Report 

Ke words 
attribute 
keywords 

subnet atm tds16 n 
attribute 
name 
priority 
US8r id 
x position 
y position 
x center 
y center 
x span 
y span 
threshold 
map 
icon name 
outline color 
... 1 _n 1.source interarrival args 
atm_q1_n1 .q_O.num_servers 
atm_q1 _n1 .q_O.service_rate 
atm_q1 _n1 .q_O.strict_fifo 
... 1 _n2.source interarrival args 
atm_q1_n2.q_O.num_servers 
atm_q1_n2.q_O.service_rate 
atm_q1 _n2.q_O.strict_fifo 
... 1_n3.source interarrival args 
atm_q1 _n3.q_O.num_servers 
atm_q 1 _n3. q_O.service_rate 
atm_q1 _n3.q_O.strict_fifo 
... 1 _n4.source interarrival args 
atm_q1_n4.q_O.num_servers 
atm_q1 _n4.q_O.service_rate 
atm_q2_n.p_ 1.service_rate 
atm_q2_n.qms_ 16.num_servers 
atm_q2_n.qms_ 16.service_rate 
atm_q2_n.qms_ 16.strict_fifo 
atm._;1_n.p_2.service_rate 
node_oO.p_ 1.service_rate 
node_oO.qO.service_rate 
node_o1 .p_ 1.service_rate 
node_o1 .q0.service_rate 
node_o2.p_ 1.service_rate 
node_o2.q0.num_servers 
node_o2.q0.service_rate 
node_o2.q0.strict_fifo 
node_o3.p_ 1.service_rate 
node_o3.q0.se,vice_rate 
... 1 _n5 .source interarrival args 

value 
custom model_list 
atm tds m 

value 
atm_tds16 n 
0 
0 
-67.2 
37.2 
-67.2 
37.2 
36 
18 
0.0 
NONE 
subnet 
RGB133 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
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t e 
typed file 
t ed file 

t e 
string 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
icon 
color 
string list 
integer 
double 
integer 
string list 
integer 
double 
integer 
string list 
integer 
double 
integer 
string list 
integer 
double 
double 
integer 
double 
integer 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
integer 
double 
integer 
double 
double 
string list 

default value 

default value 
n 
0 
0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
NONE 
subnet 
RGB133 
1.0 
1 
9,600 
0 
1.0 
1 
9,600 
0 
1.0 
1 
9,600 
0 
1.0 
1 
9,600 
9,600 
1 
9,600 
0 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
1 
9,600 
0 
9,600 
9,600 
1.0 
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atm_q1...:..n5.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1_n5.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1 _n5.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... 1 _n6.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1 _n6.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1_n6.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1 _n6.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

.. . 1_n7.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1_n7.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1 _n7.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1 _n7.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... 1 - n8 .source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q 1 _n8.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1 _n8.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1 _n8.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... 1 _n9.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1_n9.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1_n9.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1_n9.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... _n1 a.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1_n1 O.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1 _n 1 O.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_ q 1 _n 1 0. q_ 0. strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... _n 11.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1_n11 .q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q 1 _n 11.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1_n11.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... _n12.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1 _n 12.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1 _n 12.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q 1 _n 12.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

.. . _n13.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1 _n 13.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1 _n 13.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1_n13.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... _n14.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1_n14.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1_n14.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1_n14.q_O . .strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... _n15.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1_n15.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q1_n15.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q1_n15.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

... _n16.source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

atm_q1_n16.q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 

atm_q 1_n16.q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

atm_q 1 _n 16.q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

node_o4.p_ 1.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

node_o4.q0.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

node_o5 .p_ 1.service_rate promoted double 9,600 
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node_o;j.qO.service_rate 
node_o6.p_ 1 .service_rate 
node_o6.q0.service_rate 
node_o7.p_ 1.service_rate 
node_o7.qO.service_rate 
node_o8.p_ 1.service_rate 
node_o8.q0.service_rate 
node_o9.q0.service_rate 
node_o1 O.p_ 1.service_rate 
node_o1 O.qO.service_rate 
node_o11 .p_ 1.service_rate 
node_o11.q0.service_rate 
node_o12.p_ 1.se,vice_rate 
node_o12.q0.service_rate 
node_o13.q0.service_rate 
node_o14.q0.service_rate 
node_o15.p_ 1.service_rate 
node_o15.q0.service_rate 

fixed node atm tds16 n.atm a1 n 1 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

va!ue 
atm_q1_n1 
aq1b_node0p 
-76 .7199760256757 
45.3907737519817 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

..;;) " 
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double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 
double 

tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 
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9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

lex link atm tds16 n.sim lex_O"------------------------

name 
model 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 

- value 
simplex_O 
Atd16_il 
atm_q1 _n1 .pt_O 
atm_q2_n.pr_O 
RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
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t e 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
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delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 

atm tds16 n.atm 1 n2 

source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

value 
atm_q1_n2 
aq1b_node1p 
-76. 7273125555856 
43.2201438459456 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 2 

name 
model 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

value 
simplex_2 
Atd16_il 
atm_q1 _n2.pt_O 
atm_q2_n.pr_ 10 
RG8233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 
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double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

type 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

t e 
string 
en.umerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 
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0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 
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u:ed node atm tds16 n.atm 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

1 n3 
value 
atm_q1_n3 
aq1b_node2p ~ 

-76 . 7286442906307 
40.97 48408800897 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 4 

name 
mocel 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

ed node atm tds16 n.atm 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 

1 n4 

value 
simplex_4 
Atd16_il 
atm_q1_n3.pt_O 
atm_q2_n.pr_ 12 
RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

value 
atm_q1_n4 
aq1b_node3p 
-76. 7299760256757 
38.8542109740536 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
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t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
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default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comrr, 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
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priority -· 0 integer 0 

source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

user id 0 integer 0 

q_O.num_servers promoted -= integer 1 

q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

vt-to-vt simnlex Link atm tds16 n.simolex 6 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name simplex_6 string Is 
model Atd16_il enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_q1 _n4.pt_O enumerated 
receiver atm_q2_n.pr_ 14 enumerated 
color RG8233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 155,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed fi le dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

zxed node atm tds16 n.atm 2 n 
attribute value t e default value 
name atm_q2_n string f 
model atmq2_nodep enumerated NONE 
x position -69. 814 721 0084684 double 0.0 
y position 38.4273365299099 double 0.0 
threshold 0.0 double 0.0 
icon name fixed comm icon fixed comm -
altitude 0.0 double 0.0 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
priority 0 integer 0 
user id 0 integer 0 
p_ 1.service_rate promoted double 9,600 
qms_ 16.num_servers promoted integer 1 
qms_ 16.service_rate promoted double 9,600 
qms_ 16.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

t-to- t sim Lex link atm tds16 n.sim lex 33 
attribute value t e default value 
name simplex_33 string Is 
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model Atd16_ql enumerated NONE 

transmitter atm_q2_n.p_rt enumerated 

receiver atm_rt_n.pr_O enumerated 

color RGB233 color RGB233 
~ 

ber 0.0 double 0.0 

channel count 1 integer 1 

condition enabled toggle enabled 

cost 0.0 double 0.0 

data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 

delay 0.0 double 0.0 

ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 

error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 

packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 

propdel model dpt_propdel typed fi le dpt_propdel 

txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 

user id 0 integer 0 

/ pt-to-pt simplex link atm tds16 n.simplex 34 
2ttribute value t e default value 
name simplex_34 string Is 
model Atd16_ql enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_q2_n.p_bus enumerated 
rece iver atm_rt_n .pr_ 1 enumerated 
color RG8233 color RSB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, .. . 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

ednode atm tds16 n.atm rt n 
attribute value t e default value 
name atm_rt_n string f 
model atm_rt16_nodep enumerated NONE 
x position -63.86 double 0.0 
y position 38.31 double 0.0 
threshold 0.0 double 0.0 
icon name fixed_comm icon fixed_comm 
altitude 0.0 double 0.0 
condition enabled toggle enabled 

' 
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priority .. 0 integer 0 
user id 0 integer 0 
p_2.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

..: 

ot-to-ot simolex link atm tds16 n.simolex 17 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name simple~_17 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_n.xmt 0 enumerated 
receiver node_oO.pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RG8233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file cpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

vt-to-vt simolex link atm tds16 n.simolex 18 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name simplex_18 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_n.xmt - enumerated 
receiver node_o1.pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc-model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

t-to- t sim lex link atm tds16 n.sim lex 19 
attribute value t e default value 
name simplex_ 19 string Is 
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model . Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_n.xmt - 10 enumerated 
receiver node_o2.pr_O enumerated 
color RG8233 .;, color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, .. . 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 20 
value t e default value 

name simplex_20 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_n.xmt - 11 enumerated 
receiver node_o3.pr_O enumerated 
color RG8233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

t-to=- t sim lex link atm tds16 n.sim lex 21 
attribute value t e default value 
name simplex_21 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_n.xmt - 12 enumerated 
receiver node_o4.pr_O . enumerated 
color RG8233 color RG8233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
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data rat.e 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted , ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel · typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

t-to- t sim lex link atm tds16 n.sim lex 22 
attribute value type default value 
name simplex_22 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_n.xmt 13 enumerated 
receiver node_o5 .pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats ucellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 23 
value t e default value 

name simplex_23 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm rt n.xmt_8 enumerated 
receiver node_o6 .pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
chaiinel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 
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ot-to-ot simoLex Link atm tds16 n.simolex 24 
attribute value .-2· tvoe default value 
name simplex_24 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm rt n.xmt_9 enumerated 
receiver node_o7.pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

t-to- t sim Lex link ::itm tds16 n.simplex 25 
attribute value t e default value 
name simplex_25 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_n.xmt - 14 enumerated 
receiver node_o8.pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 26 
value t e default value 

name simplex_26 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_n.xmt_ 15 enumerated 
receiver node_o9.pr_O enumerated 
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color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 1 
condition enabled ..: toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_acc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all fo rmatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

ot-to-ot simolex link atm tds16 n.simolex 27 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name simplex_27 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm rt n.xmt_2 enumerated 
receiver node_o1 O.pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 28 
value t e default value 

name simplex_28 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm rt n.xmt_3 enumerated 
receiver node_o11.pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
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error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet fo rmats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel ..: typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 29 
value t e default value 

name simplex_29 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_rt_ 'l.xmt - 4 enumerated 
receiver node_o12.pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typ2d file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 30 
value t e default value 

name simplex_30 string Is 
model Atd16_ol enumerated .NONE 
transmitter atm rt n.xmt_5 enumerated 
receiver node_o13.pr_O enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt.error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 
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ot-to-ot simolex link atm tds16 n.simolex 31 
attribute value 
name simplex_31 
model Atd16 ol 
transmitter atm rt n.xmt_6 
receiver node_o14.pr_O 
color RGB233 
ber 0.0 
channel count 1 
condition enabled 
cost 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 
delay 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk 
propdel model dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel 
user id 0 

ot-to-ot simolex link atm tds16 n.simolex 32 
attribute value 
name simplex_32 
model Atd16_ol 
transmitter atm rt n.xmt_7 
receiver node_o15.pr_O 
color RGB233 
ber 0.0 
channel count 1 
condition enabled 
cost 0.0 
data rate 2,500,000,000 
delay 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk 
propdel model dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel 
user id 0 

ed node atm tds16 n.node oO 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 

value 
node_oo 
a_outp_Op 
-57.047 432427207 
45.1221294613511 
0.0 
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tvne 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

tvne 
string 
enumerated 
enurr.erated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
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default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 

enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel. 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0, 
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icon na_me 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

ed node atm tds16 n.node o1 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_ratP. 

ixed node atm tds16 n.node o2 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1:service_rate 
qO.num_servers 
qO.service_rate 
qO.strict_fifo 

ixed node atm tds16 n.node o3 
attribute 
name 
model 

fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o1 
a_outp_ 1 p 
-53.2252789915316 
45.0449128030625 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o2 
a_outp_2p 
-57.0081102.818917 
43.1042828970264 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o3 
a_outp_3p 
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icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

type 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 
double 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
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fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed comm -
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
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x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

fixed node atm tds16 n.atm a1 nS 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

-53.1399520513514 
42.8370662387379 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
atm_q1_n5 
atm_q 1 _node5p 
-76.69 
36.73 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

"' 

I pt-to-pt simplex link atm tds16 
attribute 

n.simplex 8 

name 
model 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

value 
simplex_8 
Atd16_il 
atm_q1_n5.pt_O 
atm_q2_n.pr_2 
RGB233 
0.0 

enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 
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double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 
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0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 
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fixed node atm tds16 n.atm a1 n6 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

value 
atm_q1_n6 
atm_q1 _node6p 
-76 .69 
34.64 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enab1ed 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

ot-to-ot simolex link atm tds16 n.simolex 10 
attribute value 
name simplex_ 10 
model Atd16_il 
transmitter atm_q1 _n6.pt_O 
receiver atm_q2_n.pr_ 4 
color RGB233 
ber 0.0 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

ed node atm tds16 n.atm 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 

1 n7 

enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

value 
atm_q1_n7 
atm_q1_node7p 
-76 .69 
32.55 
0.0 
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tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
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default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 

enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel_ 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
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icon name fixed_comm 
altitude 0.0 
condition enabled 
priority 0 
source interarrival args promoted 
user id 0 
q_O.num_servers promoted 
q_O.service_r&te promoted 
q_O.strict_fifo promoted 

t-to- t sim lex link atm tds16 n.simplex 12 
attribute 
name 
model 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

fixed node atm tds16 n.atm a1 n8 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

value 
simplex_ 12 
Atd16_il 
atm_q1 _n7.pt_O 
atm_q2_n.pr_6 
RGB233 
0.0 

enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_e~ror 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel · 
dpt_txdel 
0 

value 
atm_q1_n8 
atm_q1 _node8p 
-76.73 
30.5 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 
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icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

t oe 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 
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fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 
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ot-to-ot simolex link atm tds16 n.simolex 14 
attribute value tvne default value 
name simplex_14 ..: string Is 
model Atd16_il enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_q1_n8.pt_O enumerated 
receiver atm_q2_n.pr_8 enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 155,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

ed node atm tds1 n n.atm q1 n9 
attribute value t e default value 
name atm_q1_n9 string f 
model atm_q1 _node9p enumerated NONE 
x position -80.33 double 0.0 
y position 45.31 double 0.0 
threshold 0.0 double 0.0 
icon name fixed_comm icon fixed - comm 
altitude 0.0 double 0.0 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
priority 0 integer 0 
source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 
user id 0 integer 0 
q_O.num_seNers promoted integer 1 
q_O.seNice_rate promoted double 9,600 
q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 1 
value- t e default value 

name simplex_ 1 string Is 
model Atd16_il enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_q1_n9.pt_O enumerated 
receiver atm_q2_n.pr_ 1 enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 
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condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

fi.xed node atm tds16 n.atm a1 n10 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

value 
atm_q1_n10 
atm_q1_node1 Op 
-80.21 
43.34 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

t-to- t sim lex link atm tds16 n.sim lex 3 
attribute value 
name simplex_3 
model Atd16_il 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
cha·nnel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

atm_q1_n10.pt_O 
atm_q2_n.pr_ 11 
RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 
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toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double . 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 
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enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 
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fixed node atm tds16 n.atm a1 n11 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

value 
atm_q1_n11 · 
atm_q1_node11 p 
-80.17 
41 .13 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

vt-to-vt simvlex link atm tds16 n.simolex 5 
attribute value 
name simplex_5 
model Atd16_il 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
userid 

ednode atm tds16 n.atm 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 

1 n12 

atm_q1_n11.pt_O 
atm_q2_n.pr_ 13 
RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

value 
atm_q1_n12 
atm_q1_node12p 
-80.17 
38.81 
0.0 
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tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
en~merated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
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default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, .. . 
dpt_propdel. 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 



fashion where :. fi~"Ce!i time-slot allocation scheme can be use!!. The ring c:.pa.dty is required 
to be the sum of the capacities of a:..l input links. Its time-sloe allocation could be 
adjusted. The ring structure has the advantage over the bus structure in that a time-slot can 
be used several times within one rotation. When using this destination release mechanism, an 
effective utilization of more than 100% can be achieve!! [7] . 

The switching networks can be classification as follows: 
1) Shared Backplane, where switch ports have access to a backplane whose bandwidth is 
shared amongst them . The sharing can be perfonnro by two alternative techniques. The 
throughout is small. Suit for use in local area. 
2) Time division switching, a path of fi.'Ced bandwidth is set up during call initiation. The 
data are transmitted using time-division multiplexed frames, · a path is fanned by 
allocating slots into the trunks. Each of the switching nodes maps the incoming slots 
into the corresponding outgoing slots , using the rcuting information stored at the node. 
3) Self-routing switching fabrics which the of Banyan fabric is an example (See Fig. 8). 

input output · 

stage 

Figure 8. Example of a multi-path interconnection Banyan network 

The purpose of this design is to achieve high speed switching and high throughput in 
hardware._ Its delay is limited only by the speed of electrical signals through the 
semiconductor material. The output of an ATM cell is determined by its virrual channel and 
virrual path identifiers. There are many type of architectures for Banyan networks [8], 
for example multi-path interconnection network, Parallel Banyan network, etc. They could 
be used in local area network and wide area network. 

According to the basic structures of the switching element and switching network, when the 
the local A TM switch is designed, the following features need to be addressed: best-effort 
service; burst buffering, Congestion control, delay Mechanisms, access flow control, 
multicast. 
Therefore , the objectives of the design for the ATM switch will focus on a simple 
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support TCP/IP ('Transmission Control protocoU In....;rnet Protocol) and OSI (Open System 
Interconnection) protocols, as well as ATM Adaptation Layers ( AAL 3/4 and 5). [6] 
The local A TM switch provides the virtual connection management, performed mainly in 
software, and cell routing implemented entirely in hardware. 
System software is an essential component of a practical ATM LAN. The software would 
include the ATM switching control software ; implementing adaptation layer function 
and the host side of the signalling protocol by the device driver ( software ) ; the 
application programming interraee is used for custom A TM application software; the 
network management and. about network usage software. 

ATM Switch 

The A Tivf switching use the fast packet switching technique providing high throughput 
better bandwidth efficiency for bursty traffic, inherent rate adaption. The packet switching 
is based on the separation of signalling and data transfer capabilities. 
The aggregate throughput of this switch will be in the Gbit/s range and the cross-node 
delay as well as the cell loss should be kept very low. The switch fabrics with highly 
parallel architectures can fulfil these stringent requirements. 

A switching element has an input conrrol (IC) for each incoming line and an output control 
(OC) for each outgoing line. In order to avoid excessive cell loss in the case of internal 
collisions, buffers have to be provide within the switching elem..!nt. 
Incoming cells will be synchronized to the internal clock by IC . The OC transports 
cells which will go towards destination from the interconnection network. ICs and OCs 
are coupled by the interconnection network. ( See Fig. 6 ) 

Interconnection 
network 

Figure 6. Model of a Switching Element 

b b 

Figure 7. Ring -type Switching Element 

For matrix-type switching elements, an internally non-blocking switch element will be 
achieved by using a rectangular matrix of cross-points_ for the interconnection network. 
Within this switching element, the buffer can be placed in the input, output or in the 
cross-point. 
For a central memory switching element, the common memory can be organized to provide 
logical input as well as logical output buffers, and all buffers share one common memory. 
For a bus-type switching element, the interconnection network can be realized by a high 
speed time division multi (TDM). On the bus system bit-parallel data transmission is required 
with buffers at the output controller. 
For a ring-type switching element (See Fig. 7), the ring network should be operated in slotted 
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architecture, high reliability, low delay, low possibility congestion, non-blocking 
performance, higher speed processing. 
In those basic type of switching fabric, the Ring-type switching element adopt the method 
of Time Division. Its principal operation is non-blocking performance, all input/output 
ports can. transmit at their highest rate without any chance of blocking or congestion within 
the switching fabric. For a 16 ports switch, each port occupies a time slot of 1/ 16 of the 
rate in the fabric. ( If the rate is 2.5 Gbits/ sec in the fabric , each port would get a time 
slot of 155 Mbits/sec .) 
Its capacity is greater than or equal to the sum of the individual input/output ports, so 
that there's no contention at the port level. This type of switching is a single stage switch 
which minimal delay associated with cell transit, therefore its delay is very low, no 
traffic is ever delayed or needs to wait before entering the traffic circle. 
In this architecture, all of the input/output traffic can easily be accommodated. 
This simple architecture has easy management and control, therefore it would be predicted 
that it would be the one to be adopted. 

Conclusion 

The A Tivf technology is currently being applied to local ar.;,d campus area networking where 
it offers increased bandwidth, supporting broadband services. 
Although local A Tivf switching have been designed none as yet has been universally 
acknowledged. 
The Ring-type time division switching architecture provides non-blocking performance, low 
transit delay, flexible ports speeds and high network reliability, it could be used 
in local area A TM network. 
Its detailed hardware and software will be researched and analyzed in another paper latter. 
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Ab::;tract 

. In this paper, a high speed Time Division 
Switching architecture will be described to 
satisfy Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
(A Thf) requirements. This architecture is 
essentially based on an original method of 
sequentially scheduling the inputs and 
parallel transfer. A time-sloe allocation 
scheme is used with the capacity of the 
structure of the switching fabric equal to 
the sum of the capacities of all input links , 
and the transmission is provided through 
the medium. This system is designed as the 
output buffer, available to receive 
information, and k.s a cell loss probability 
which is nearly non existence. In the last 
pan, the switch control will be briefly 
described. 

Introduction 

The switching fabric is responsible for the 
transport of cells within the ATM switch. 
Its function is to route cells through the 
fabric from the origination port to the 
appropriate destination port. The switching 
fabric operation is independent of the cell 
contents and type of traffic. Its purpose is 
simply to transfer all packets from their 
input lines to their output lines without 
loss, with a short delay and a good output 
line efficiency. 

In the last paper [1] , the ATM fast 
packet switches were analyzed, and an 
interesting plan of design was proposed. 
Various A Thi switch architectures have 
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been proposed, following within three 
main structures [2]: 1) Shared memory, 
2) Shared medium and 3) Space-division. 
The design proposed makes use of shared 
medium A Thf switch architecture, and it 
deals with the shared memory as well. 

Tnis switching architecture can be thought 
of as a "train" in cyclical motion . It will 
take the "customers" ( 424 bits for a cell) 
from the input port, and guided the 
customers to the properly output pore at 
high speed. The moving "train" can be 
perfectly timed so that no traffic is ever 
delaye<l or needs to wait before e:1tering 
the "train 11

• Tne II train II guides the troops 
of customers sequentially. It is panicularly 
fa.st, without congestion or collision. A 
study of ic.s architecture is presented in this 
paper. 

Time Division Switching Architecture 

The design idea to the kind of switching 
architecture is simple, and the structure 
could be divided into three main parts. The 
input module is transferred in parallel and 
sequentially into the "train" . The 
information on the II train II is switched by 
the routing table and queued in the output 
module (Fig. 1.). 

All these modules need to be synchronized 
through a clock. Its distributor can reduce 
or increase the clock frequency. The error 
address box collects the cells for the error 
address. 



Its performance process and architecture 
are as follows: 

The each input port gets its time slot of 
1551-fb/s. The time slot ( the time period) 

1 

Error 

Address 1 

-::l 
"Cl 2 
C 2 ...... 
C/.l 
(') 

:::r 
(1) 
a. 
E.. 
(1) ...., 

\ 
16 16 

Clock 

l InputModule J Routing L Output Module _J 

1. Input Module 

Fig. 1. TDS switching fabric architecture 

1S 

The input module is composed of an input 
scheduler and the input queue module. The 
capacity of each input line is 155Mb/s (3], 
and it is designed to support 16 input port. 

The input scheduler is the quite important 
part of the Time Division Switching (TDS) 
switch element. It introduces the principle 
of the sequential handling of information 
present on the 16 input lines. When the 
input buffers are filled with the cell (the 
each cell is 424 bits), it would provide the 
time slot for a predetermined time period 
to control scanning 16 input buffers 
sequentially, so that these cells can be 
loaded one by one onto the "train". 

The capacity of TDS switching fabric is 
· required to be equal to the sum of the 

capacities of all input links, so it is 
2.5 Gb/s (16 times 1551-fb/s) . 
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Ti 
424 bits 

-----= 2.74 ,Ll5. 
155 lvfbits/s 

Then the motion time (the occupied time) 
of every port is 

2. 74 .us 
ti = 170 ns 

16 

Therefore control pulse frequency 
f = 1 / 170 ns = 5. 9 MHZ 

would be provided by the clock. The 
scheduler would be a sequential scanning 
to 16 input buffers, of course the scanning 
time period is 170 ns to every buffer 
(Fig. 2.). 

In the input queue module, there are two 
layers Registerl (Rl) and Register2 (R2), 
which are from a same input port. The 
each buffer can store 53 bytes (424 bits) of 
information plus 1 bit indicating whether 
the buffer is empty or full (for present 



I._ 1i_1 .... 1 ......... 1 ---1....I ---L-'---~....,___.___,___.__..__..___._1 __._1 __._I_ .... _J forward. 

O TI: the time slot of each port T1=2.7~us l 2. Routing 
t1 

H 
l~ 

2H 
3 

ti 
ti: the motion time of every port ---:11•~1---,i"""',,:-

ti= 170ns 15 H 

. Fig. 2. Time scheme of the scheduler 

information, called PI. PI= 1, indicating 
that buffer is full ) . When a buffer is 
filled and receive the signal of setting 
out, the 425 tristate of the module get into 
the "train" immediately with the parallel 
fashion (Fig. 3.). 

.-----~ 

Clock 

5.9MHZ 

Input Scheduler 

R 

l'i 

Address 

Data 

16 

This part is the core of Time Division 
A Thf Switching, its function is translating 
VCVVPI of the cell, routing the cell to the 
appropriate output port and giving a "new" 
address [4], which contains the contents 
for the original address (Fig. 4.). Because 
the TDS Switching fabric is a kind of 
single stage structure, its transferring with 
bits-parallel is very fast. 

The switching fabric includes 425 wires, 
which are 1 wire for PI, 40 (5 bytes head 
of the cell) for Address wires, and 384 
( 48 bytes for the payload ) for Data 
wires. Their capacity is 2.5 Gb/s, and they 
provide the Routing Table through the 

ADDRESS Pf 

Input Queue :Modnle 

Fig. 3. The input module 

The two buffer layers carry out the 
performance alternately so that the waiting 
time for the incoming cells can be reduced 
loss and waiting time. The buffers must be 
to accept the incoming bits-series, and 
send out those bits in parallel. Then the 
input scheduler will be moved one step 
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Addr_ess wires ( Fig. 5.). 

The basic hardware of the routing table is 
the random access memory ( RAM ) [5], 
[8]. Since the parameters of the different 
calling VP/VC could be often changed, 
and its speed is very fast (The commercial 
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Fig.4. The routing table switching 
elements 

I ej 

(connected to the Error Address Box.) for 
the wrong address (VPI/VCI) of the cell 
from the output of the RAM. ( Actually, 
HEC, PTI and CLP bits in the head of the 
cell [7] are not changed through the 
Routing Table). However, after the cell 
passes the II train 11 

, the Address wires load 
llnew 11 address contents and Data wires 
load the data, which then is stored directly 
in the selected output buffer(s). 

Address Content 
Address Error address signal (1 wire) 1 I ~ :lo 

00 

Address ( 40 wires) 

Si (16 wires) 

I 00 unit 
I I 01 

unit I 01 I 
I 0% 

Q% unit I Address 
I 03 · I I 0~ . unit 

I 
°' unit I 

I .. 
Decoder 

. I · 
r ' 

. ' ~ 

( Si : choose a output buff er ) 

· ' ~ ./ 
l r .... 

l l 
I 

n I 
n nuit I I ' 

t I 
l Control I from switch contra 

L--·-------_J 

Fig. 5. Routing Table structure 

memories only about 10 ns -- 70 ns access 
time [6] ). The RAM is predetennined 
in that all input addresses contain all 
output contents, which include the next 
address(es) contents and the signal(s) for 
activating the correct output buffer(s) to 
this address( es). 

As the input address, 40 address wires in 
parallel are connected to the RAM, there 
would be other 40 address wires, 16 wires 
for the activating signals of the output 
buffers, and adding 1 wire of the signal 
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3. Output Module 

The output module is composed of a 
number of (a group) output buffers which, 
are bits in parallel coming in , bits in 
serial going out. Its capacity will change 
from 2.5 Gb/s to 155 Mb/s. 

The output module extracts the information 
addressed to it. This is shown in Fig. 6. 
The buffer could be loaded in by Address 
( 40 bits) and Data (384 bits) plus the PI 1 
bit . When it is acknowledged all the 
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Address 
Serial Loading Clock 

P:irallel Loading Clock : 

Load Mode parallel/serial 
Qf 

Data A<l. 

DAT.\.------1 

Pl. \ 
.---------------~ =t _________ , I 

p; 

( launching signal ) 
=t ______ _.__.l I 

distributing launching controller Output Buffers 

Fig. 6. The output module 

425 bits to come in, the cell is registered 
to store to the output buffer. Up to the 
present, the transferring process of a cell 
has been implemented in the TDS 
switching fabric, it spent time for 170 ns. 
The parallel loading clock is the receiving 
frequency of the output buffer, which is 
l/2.5Gbls. 

If a number of the cells of input ports 
come to the same output port , the output 
module will put in the cells to different 
buffers , but which are a same output port. 
So an output module is composed of a 
group of output buffers, the best for all 
the output buffers would be considered 
being 4096 (16 - 16 -, 16=4096) cells. 

In the each output module, the clock 
distributing launching controller [9] is set 
up as well, so that one output port is able 
to send out the cells sequential! y. The 
output module will push out the cell in 
serial bits. This serial launching clock 
uses the 155Mb/s as the speed. 

4. Feature 
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The TDS switching fabric structure is 
simple, it is not like a general Banyan 
network, being always the same sequence 
from the input to the output. 

Its capacity is quite high, cell transferring 
is not in series but in parallel, it being only 
one stage routing. This can save time with 
minimal delay. 

This architecture 1s able to avoid the 
congestion problem without any chance of 
blocking in the switching fabric. The cells 
are transmitted one by one, in fact a 
synchronous mechanism is used. 

The port speed of this architecture can be 
chosen appropriately, since a port entering 
the switching fabric can use a variable 
number of time slots, so that the interface 
speed is flexible, for example, 622 Mb/s, 
442 Mb/s .... 

According to the technology level at 
present, the ports will still be increased 
to about 64 ports, because the used main 
hardware, like the buffers, RAM, and 



other electronic circuits, have the fast 
enough speed of the perfonnance. 

This system is designed to have quite large 
container _output buffers for 4096 cells, 
therefore a cell loss probability is very 
small. 

Switching Control 

The switching control plays a very 
important role in the switch. In the 
switching control architecture of Time 
Division ATM switching, the distributed 
type architecture would be used. Because 
it has three major benefits: quick 
connection setup, disaster recovery and 
architecture scalability. A control 
processor ( CPU ) is installed in the 
switch, and runs UNIX operating system, 
which is in itself superior and at present 
a number of produces also use it [8] . 

The control processor is executing the 
software that is responsible for establishing 
virtual connections across the switch, such 
as the call setup, call tear-down, and 
managing software for the switch for 
instance local switch monitoring. It would 
also like to observe the A TM protocol . 

Conclusion 

The architecture of Time Division 
Switching for Local area A TM switching 
has been described in this paper. It is 
adapted time division, that is a shared 
medium structure . It has 16 input ports, 
2.5 Gb/s capacity in the switching fabric 
and one cell takes 170 ns to travel through 
the switching fabric. Its performance is 
based on the scheduling the input 
sequentially and transferring it in parallel. 

The advantages of this architecture are: 
1) No congestions and contentions , 2) 
Predictable low delay, 3) Flexible 
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interface speed and 4) Predictable low 
cell loss. 

With the present technology level, this 
architecture of the switching fabric can be 
evolved to increase the capacity and the 
ports. Therefore, it is considered being a 
valuable research in local area A TM 
Switching field. 
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Appendix C 

Cell Header Processing in Switching Fabric 

The two main tasks of ATM switching nodes are VPI/VCI transla

tion , and transport of cells from the input to the appropriate 

output . The Table-control principle can be applied: 

Table Switching Elements: 

The principle the VPI/ICI of the cell header will be translat

ed in each switching element into a new one. During the conne

ction setup phase the contents of the tables are updated. Each 

table entry consists of the new VPI/VCI and the number of the 

appropriate output. The figure shows the header processing in a 

switching network which consists of table switching elements. 

Cell 
,,---"------.. / / VCINPI Switching Switching 

I I A I element I IC I element I I sj 
.... .... .... 
"' Table "' Table "' 

m n 

A C,m C B·, n 

~ ~ 

Header translation in each stage : I old VPINCI I ~ I new VPINCI + output link 

VC I Virtual channel identifier VP! Virtual path identifier 

Figure. Table switching element 
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icon name fixed_comm icon fixed_comm 

altitude 0.0 double 0.0 

condition enabled toggle enabled 

priority 0 ..: integer 0 

source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 

user id 0 integer 0 

q_O.num_servers promoted integer 
q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 
q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

ot-to-ot simnlex link atrn tds16 n.simplex 7 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name simplex_? string Is 
model Atd16_il enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_q1_n12.pt_O enumerated 
receiver atm_q2_n.pr_ 15 enumerated 
color RGB233 color RGB233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 155,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

fixed node atm tds16 n.atm a1 n13 
attribute value tvne default value 
name atm_q1_n13 string f 
model atm_q1_node13p enumerated NONE 
x position -80.13 double 0.0 
y position 36.49 double 0.0 
threshold 0.0 double 0.0 
icon name fixed_comm icon fixed_comm 
altitude 0.0 double 0.0 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
priority 0 integer 0 
source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 
user id 0 integer 0 
q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 
q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 
q_O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 
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ot-to-Dt simDlex link atm tds16 n.simnlex 9 
attribute value tvoe default value 

name simplex_9 ..: string Is 

model Atd16_il enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_q1_n13.pt_O enumerated 
receiver atm_q2_n.pr_3 enumerated 

color RG8233 color RGB233 

ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count integer 1 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
cost 0.0 double 0.0 
data rate 155,000,000 double 1,024 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
ecc model dpt_ecc typed file dpt_ecc 
error model dpt_error typed file dpt_error 
packet formats acellp_pk string all formatted, ... 
propdel model dpt_propdel typed file dpt_propdel 
txdel model dpt_txdel typed file dpt_txdel 
user id 0 integer 0 

ed node atm tcis16 n.atm 1 n14 
attribute value t e default value 
name atm_q1_n14 string f 
model atm_q1_node14p enumerated NONE 
x position -80.13 double 0.0 
y position 34.33 double 0.0 
threshold 0.0 double 0.0 
icon name fixed_comm icon fixed_comm 
altitude 0.0 double 0.0 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
priority 0 integer 0 
source interarrival args promoted string list 1.0 
user id 0 integer 0 
q_O.num_servers promoted integer 1 
q_O.service_rate promoted double 9,600 
q_ O.strict_fifo promoted integer 0 

atm tds16 n.sim lex 11 
value t e default value 

name simplex_ 11 string Is 
model Atd16_il enumerated NONE 
transmitter atm_q1_n14.pt_O enumerated 
receiver atm_q2_n.pr_5 enumerated 
color RGB233 color RG8233 
ber 0.0 double 0.0 
channel count 1 integer 1 
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condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

fixed node atm tds16 n.atm a1 n 15 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

value 
atm_q1_n15 
atm_q1_node1 Sp 
-80.1 
32.05 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

t-to- t sim lex link atm tds16 n.sim lex 13 
attribute value 
name simplex_ 13 
model Atd16_il 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
user id 

atm_q1_n15.pt_O 
atm_q2_n.pr_7 
RGB233 
0.0 

enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 
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toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 
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enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 
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fi.rednode atm tds16 n.atm a1 n16 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altiturle 
condition 
priority 
source interarrival args 
user id 
q_O.num_servers 
q_O.service_rate 
q_O.strict_fifo 

value 
atm_q1_n16 · 
atm_q1_node16p 
-80.06 
29.84 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
promoted 
0 
promoted 
promoted 
promoted 

ot-to-ot simolex link atm tds16 n.simolex 15 
attribute value 
name simplex_ 15 
model Atd16_il 
transmitter 
receiver 
color 
ber 
channel count 
condition 
cost 
data rate 
delay 
ecc model 
error model 
packet formats 
propdel model 
txdel model 
use·r id 

u:ed node atm tds16 n.node o4 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 

atm_q1_n16.pt_O 
atm_q2_n. pr _9 
RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
155,000,000 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
acellp_pk 
dpt_propdel 
dpt_txdel 
0 

value 
node_o4 
a_outp_ 4p 
-56.932687 4444144 
40.7901917945942 
0.0 
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tvne 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
string list 
integer 
integer 
double 
integer 

tvne 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
enumerated 
color 
double 
integer 
toggle 
double 
double 
double 
typed file 
typed file 
string 
typed file 
typed file 
integer 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
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default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
1.0 
0 
1 
9,600 
0 

default value 
Is 
NONE 

RGB233 
0.0 
1 
enabled 
0.0 
1,024 
0.0 
dpt_ecc 
dpt_error 
all formatted, ... 
dpt_propdel. 
dpt_txdel 
0 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 , 
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icon na_me 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

fixed node atm tds16 n.node o5 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

[zxed node atm tds16 n.node 06 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ Lservice_rate 
qO.service_rate 

zxed node atm tds16 n.node o7 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 

fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o5 
a_outp_5p 
-53.100534008739 
40.6682781021616 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o6 
a_outp_6p 
-56.8960287691891 
38.6189559568462 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o7 
a_outp_7p 
-53.1612118634237 
38.5097057345037 
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icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

type 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
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fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed comm -
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed comm -
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
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threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

xed node atm tds16 n.node 08 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

ru:ed node atm tds16 n.node o9 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
qO.service_rate 

ednode atm tds16 n.node 010 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 

0.0 
fixed comm -
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o8 
a_outp_8p 
-56 .814163025405 
36.5736355902711 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o9 
a_outp_9p 
-53.1040191794594 
36.4217218978384 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 

value 
node_o10 
a_outp_ 10p 
-56.86084567 49546 
34.328404547388 
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double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

tvne 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
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0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,500 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed comm -
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
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threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

ed node atm tds16 n.node 011 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
user id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

(u:ed node atm tds16 n.node 012 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 
y position 
threshold 
icon name 
altitude 
condition 
priority 
use·r id 
p_ 1.service_rate 
qO.service_rate 

ed node atm tds16 n.node 013 
attribute 
name 
model 
x position 

0.0 
fixed comm -
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o11 
a_outp_ 11 p 
-53.1846970341441 
34.178500444685 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o12 
a_outp_12p 
-56.7755187347744 
32.2058609489192 
0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
promoted 
promoted 

value 
node_o13 
a_outp_ 13p 
-53.1467066238738 
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double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
douJle 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 

· icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

tvoe 
string 
enumerated 
double 
double 
double 
icon 
double 
toggle 
integer 
integer 
double 
double 

t e 
string 
enumerated 
double 
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0.0 
fixed_comm 
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed comm -
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
fixed comm -
0.0 
enabled 
0 
0 
9,600 
9,600 

default value 
f 
NONE 
0.0 
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y positiqn 32.1626155214416 double 0.0 

threshcild 0.0 double 0.0 

icon name fixed_comm icon fixed _comm 

altitude 0.0 -' double 0.0 

condition enabled toggle enabled 

priority 0 integer 0 

user id 0 integer 0 

qO.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

u:ed node atm tds16 n.node 014 
attribute value t e default value 
name node_o14 string f 
model a_outp_ 14p enumerated NONE 
x position -56 .736196589459 double 0.0 
y position 30.1959568462163 double 0.0 
threshold 0.0 double 0.0 
icon name fixed_comm icon fixed_cor nm 
altitude 0.0 double 0.0 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
priority 0 integer 0 
user id 0 integer 0 
qO.service_rate promoted double 9,600 

ru:ed node atm tds16 n.node 015 
attribute value tvne default value 
name node_o15 string f 
model a_outp_ 15p enumerated NONE 
x position -53.1073844785584 double 0.0 
y position 30.1487162136035 double 0.0 
threshold 0.0 double 0.0 
icon name fixed_comm icon fixed comm -
altitude 0.0 double 0.0 
condition enabled toggle enabled 
priority 0 integer 0 
user id 0 integer 0 
p_ 1:service_rate promoted double 9,600 
qO.service_rate promoted double 9,600 
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atm_q1 _node9 Node Niodel Report 
Node Modfil Comments 

Node Model Keywords 
a_im9 

Node Model Types 
Node Toe 
fixed 
mobile 
satellite 

Node Model Interfa ce Attributes 
Attribute alt itude properties 
Pro ertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Oescription: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute cond it ion properties 
, Pro ert 

Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute phase properties 
Pro ert 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description : 

Suooorted 
YES 
NO 
NO 

Value 
set 
00 
0.0 
double 
Private 

Default Icon 
fixed_comm 

This attribute represents the distance of a 
satellite 
from sea-level on the surface of the earth. 
NOf\JE 

Value 
set 
enabled 
enabled 
toggle 
Private 

Inherit 

N/A 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 

YES 

Inherit 

f\1/A 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 

This attribute represents the operational status of a 
node 
NONE YES 

Value Inherit 
set 
0.0 N/A 
0.0 YES 
double N/.t.. 
Private f\1/A 
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Units: sec. YES 
Comments: YES 

This attribute supports the translation in time 
of a satellite 's orbit. 

Symbol Mai: : NONE YES 

Attribute priority properties 
Prooertv Value Inherit 
Assign Status: set 
Initial Value: 0 N/A 
Default Value: 0 YES 
Data Type: integer N/A 
Attribute Description: Private N/A 
Low Range: 0 inclusive YES 
High Range: 32000 inclusive YES 
Comments: YES 

This attribute represents a node's priority. 
When multiple everits are scheduled for the same simulation time, 
those for a higher priority node will be executed first. 

Symbol Map: NONE YES 

Attribute q_O.num_servers properties 
Prooertv Value Inherit 
Assign Status: i:,romoted 
Default Value: 1 YES 
Data Type: integer N/A 
Attribute Description: Private N/A 
Symbol Map: NONE YES 

Attribute q_O.service_rate properties 
Prooertv Value Inherit 
Assign Status: promoted 
Default Value: 9,600 YES 
Data Type: double N/A 
Attribute Description: Private N/A 
Units: bits/sec YES 
Symbol Map: NONE YES 

Attribute q_O.strict_fifo properties 
Prooertv Value Inherit 
Assign Status: promoted 
Default Value: disabled YES 
Data Type: toggle N/A 
Attribute Description: Private N/A 
Symbol Map: NONE YES 

Attribute source interarrival args properties 
Prooertv Value Inherit 
Old Names: N/A 

src.interarrival args , 
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Assign S.tatL•S: 
Default Valu-e: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute user id properties 
Pro ert 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

orocessor p 0 
attribute 
name 
process model 
icon name 
begsim intrpt 
endsim intrpt 
failure intrpts 
intrpt interval 
priority 
recovery intrpts 
super priority 

promoted 
1.0 
string list 
Private 

Mon Feb 23 1 9:26:08 1 998 

This attribute is a list of numerical parameters 
which complete the specification for computation 
of packet interarrival time. 
NONE 

Value 
set 
0 
0 
integer 
Private 

This attribute is an integer which is provided for 
user-specific identification purposes. 
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YES 
NIA 
N/A 
YES 

YES 

Inherit 

N/A 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 

NONE YES 

value tvne default value 
p_O string p 
atm_setb typed file sink 
processor icon processor 
enabled toggle disabled 
disabled toggle disabled 
disabled enumerated disabled 
disabled toggle double disabled 
0 integer 0 
disabled enumerated disabled 
disabled toggle disabled 

oacket stream P O rsrc stream ro11 -> a O rdest stream ron 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name strm_ 1 string strm 
src stream src stream [OJ enumerated src stream (OJ 
dest stream dest stream [OJ enumerated dest stream (OJ 
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
color RGB030 color RGB030 
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orocessor· p 1 
attribute value type default value 
name p_1 string p 
process model atmq1_count16_9 typed file sink 
icon name processor icon processor 
begsim intrpt enabled toggle disabled 
endsim intrpt disabled toggle disabled 
failure intrpts disabled enumerated disablea 
intrpt interval disabled toggle double disabled 
priority 0 integer 0 
recovery intrpts disabled enumerated disabled 
super priority disabled toggle disat 1ed 

vacket stream 0 1 rsrc stream r011 -> ot O rdest stream roll 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name strm_3 string strm 
src stream src stream [OJ enumerated src stream (OJ 
dest stream dest stream (OJ enumerated dest stream [OJ 
intrpt method scheduled integer scheduled 
delay 0.0 double 0.0 
color RGB030 color RGB030 

0 
attribute value t e default value 
name q_O string p 
process model atm_acbf_ms typed file pc_fifo 
subqueue (See below.) compound 
icon name queue icon queue 
begsim intrpt enabled toggle disabled 
endsim intrpt disabled toggle disabled 
failure intrpts disabled enumerated disabled 
intrpt interval disabled toggle double disabled 
num_servers promoted integer 1 
priority 0 integer 0 
recovery intrpts disabled enumerated disabled 
service_rate promoted double 9,600 
strict_fifo promoted toggle disabled 
super priority disabled toggle disabled 

subaueue o O.suboueue 
attribute value tvoe default value 
count 1 integer 0 
list (See below.) object list 
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list 0-."sul::.!Jg:cu~e~u~e::...(L.::O'....LJ ______________________________ _ 
attribute value type default value 
bit capacity infinity double infinity 
pk capacity infinity double infinity 

oacket stream a 0 fsrc stream rOll ·> D 1 rdest stream roll 
attribute value 
name strm_2 
src stream src stream (OJ 
dest stream dest stream [OJ 
intrpt method scheduled 
delay 0.0 
color RGB030 

ideal [!enerator src 
attribute value 
name src 
interarrival pdf exponential 
interarrival args promoted 
pk size pdf constant 
pk size args 53 
field (0) pdf constant 
field (0) args 0.0 
packet format ams_atm cell 
start time 0.0 
stop time infinity 
icon name ideal_gen 

oacket stream src rsrc stream rOll ·> D O rdest stream f0ll 
attribute 
name 
src stream 
dest stream 
intrpt method 
delay 
color 

t-to- t transmitter t 0 
attribute 
name 
channel 
icon name 

value 
strm_O 
src stream (OJ 
dest stream (OJ 
scheduled 
0.0 
RGB030 

value 
pt_O 
(See below.) 
pt_tx 
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tvoe 
string 
enum2rated 
enumerated 
integer 
double 
color 

t e 
string 
typed file 
string list 
typed file 
string list 
typed file 
string list 
typed file 
double 
double 
icon 

tvne 
string 
enumerated 
enumerated 
integer 
double 
color 

t e 
string 
compound 
icon 

default value 
strm 
src stream (OJ 
dest stream (OJ 
scheduled 
0.0 
RGB030 

default value 
g 
constant 
1.0 
constant 
1024.0 
constant 
0.0 
NONE 
0.0 
infinity 
ideal_gen 

default value 
strm 
src stream (OJ 
dest stream [OJ 
scheduled 
0.0 
RGB030 

default value 
pt 

pt_tx 
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channel pt a.channel 
attribute value 
count 1 
list (See below.) · 

list ct a.channel r01 
attribute value 
data rate 155,250,000 
packet formats ams_atm_cell 
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tvne 
integer 
object list 

tvoe 
double 
string 

default value 
0 

default value 
1,024 
all formatted, ... 

' .. 
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atm(ap)_acb_fifo Node Model Report 

Process Model Comments 
This is the process model for the queueing packets 

Process Model Attributes 
Attribute service_rate properties 
Pro ert 
Default Value: 
Data T~1pe: 
Attribute Description: 
Auto. assign value: 
Units: 

Process Model Interface Attri butes 
Attribute begsim intrpt properties 
Pro ert 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value : 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attri bute endsim intrpt properties 
Pro ert 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute failure intrpts properties 
Pro ert 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Value 
9,600 
double 
Private 
FALSE 
bits/sec 

Value 
set 
enabled 
disabled 
toggle 
Private 

Inherit 

N/A 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 

This attribute specifies whether a 'begin simulation 
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root 
process at the start of the simulation . 
NONE YES 

Value Inherit 
set 
disabled N/A 
disabled YES 
toggle N/A 
Private N/A 

YES 
Th is attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation 
interrupt' is generated fo r a processor module's root 
process at the end of the simulation . 
NONE YES 

Value Inherit 
set 
disabled NIA 
disabled YES., 
enumerated NIA 
Private NIA 

YES 
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Symbol Map: 

Attribute intrpt interval properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Units: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute priority properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description : 
Low Range: 
High Range: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute recovery intrpts properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Tue Apr 28 15:26:39 1998 Page 2 of 7 

This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts 
are generated for a processor module's root process 
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model. 
NONE YES 

Value Inherit 
set 
disabled NIA 
disabled YES 
toggle double NIA 
P;-ivate NIA 
sec. YES 

YES 
This attribute specifies how often regular interrupts 
are scheduled for the root process of a processor module. 
NONE YES 

Value 
set 
0 
0 
integer 
Private 
-32767 inclusive 
32767 inclusive 

Inherit 

NIA 
YES 
NIA 
NIA 
YES 
YES 
YES 

This attribute is used to determine the execution order 
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same 
simulation time. 
NONE 

Value 
set 
disabled 
disabled 
enumerated 
Private 

YES 

Inherit 

NIA 
YES 
NIA 
NIA 
YES 

This attribute specifies whether recovery interrupts 
are scheduled for the processor module's root process 
upon recovery of nodes or links in the network model. 
NONE - YES 
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Attribute -super priority properties 
Pro ert 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symtol Ma'.): 

Header Block 

Value 
set 
disabled 
disabled 
toggle 
Private 
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Inherit 

N/A 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 

This attribute is used to determine the execution order 
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same 
simulation time. 
NONE YES 

#define QUEUE_EMPTY (op_q_empty ()) 
#define SVC_COMPLETION op_intrpt_type () == OPC_INTRPT_SELF 
#define AR.RIV AL op_intrpt_type () == OPC_INTRPT _STR.v! 

State Variable Block 
int \server_busy; 
double \service_rate; 
Objid \own_id; 

Temoorarv Variable Block 
Packet* :icellp_pk; 
int pk_len; 
double pk_svc_time; 
int insert_ok; 

5 int temp; 
int 

forced state init 
attribute 
name 
enter execs 
exit execs 
status 

VCI. VPI. Pl; 

enter execs init 
I* initially the server is idle *I 
server_busy = 0; 

I* get queue module's own object id *I 
5 own_i<l = op_i<l_sdf (); 

value 
init 
(See below.) 
(empty) 
forced 

I* get assigned value ,if server processing rate *I 
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tvoe default value 
string st 
textlist 
textlist (empty) 
toggle unforced 
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transition init -> arrival 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 
drawing style 

transition init -> idle 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 
drawing style 

forced state arrival 
at~ribute 
name 
enter execs 
exit execs 
status 

enter execs arrival 

I* acquire rhe arriving packet ~; 

value 
tr_ 1 
ARRIVAL 

RGB300 
line 

value 
tr_2 
default 

RGB333 
spline 

value 
arrival 
(See below.) 
(empty) 
forced 

I* multiple arriving streams are supporred. */ 
acellp_pk = op_pk_get (op_intrpt_strm ()) ; 

5 

10 

15 

20 

I* attempt to enq11e11e t/,e packer at rail of subqueue O *I 
if (op_subq_pk_insert (0, acellp_pk. OPC_QPOS_TAIL) '= OPC_QlNS_OK) 

{ 
I* the inserton f ailed ( due 10 10 a full que11e) *I 
I* deallocate the packet */ 
op_pk_destroy (acellp_pk); 

I* setjlag indicating inserrionfail *I 
I* this fla g is used to determine rransition *I 
I* out of rhis srare */ 

insert_ok = 0; 
) 

e lse { 
/ * insertion was s11ccessfi,I •/ 

inscrt_ok = l; 
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tvoe 
string 
string 
string 
color 
toggle 

tvoe 
string 
string 
string 
color 
toggle 

type 
string 
textlist 
textlist 
toggle 
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default value 
tr 

RG8333 
spline 

default value 
tr 

RG8333 
spline 

default value 
st 

(empty) 
unforced 
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transition arrival -> S 'JC start 
attribute value type default value 
name tr_3 string tr 
condition !server_busy && ins ... string 
executive string 
color RGB300 color RGB333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 

transition arrival -> idle 
attribute value t e default value 
name tr_4 string tr 
condition default string 
executive string 
color RGB300 color RGB333 
drawing style spline toggle splinA 

unforced state idle 
attribute value fvne default value 
name idle string st 
enter execs (empty) textlist (empty) 
exit execs (empty) textlist (empty) 
status unforced toggle unforced 

transition idle -> arrival 
attribute value t e default value 
name tr_5 string tr 
condition ARRIVAL string 
executive string 
color RGB300 color RGB333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 

transition idle-> svc camel 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name tr_6 string tr 
condition SVC_COMPLETION string 
executive string 
color RGB300 color RG8333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 
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arced state svc start --'--""-"'-=~--------;-------------:--------:--:-------
attribute value type default value 
name svc_start string st 
enter execs (See below.) textlist 
exit execs ( empty) textlist 
status farced toggle 

enter execs svc start 
I* get a handle on packer at /read of rnbq11e11e O ~1 
I* (this does 1101 remove the packer) */ 
:i.cellp_pk = op_subq_pk_access (0, OPC_QPOS_HEAD); 

5 /* determine the packers length ( in bits) 'I 
pk_len = op_pk_total_size__get (acellp_pk); 
/* determine the rime required ro comp/ere ~; 
/* service of the packer *I 
pk_svc_time = pk_len / service_r:i.te; 

10 
I* schedule an interrupt for this process "/ 
/ * ar the rime where service ends. */ 
op_intrpt_schedule_self (op_sim_time () + pk_svc_time, 0); 

15 /* the server is now busy. 'I 
server_busy = I; 

transition svc start -> idle 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 
drawing style 

forced state svc camel 
attribute 
name 
enter execs 
exit execs 
status 

enter execs svc com I 
I* extract packer at head of q11e11e *I 

value 
tr_? 

RGB300 
line 

value 
svc_compl 
(See below.) 
(empty) 
forced 

I* this is the packer just finishing service 'I 
accllp_pk = op_subq_pk_ remove (0, OPC_QPOS_HEAD); 
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tvne 
string 
string 
string 
color 
toggle 

tvoe 
string 
textlist 
textlist 
toggle 

(empty) 
unforced 

default value 
tr 

RGB333 
spline 

default value 
st 

(empty) 
unforced 
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~p_pk_nfd__get(:icellp_pk. "VPI • • &temp); 
5 op_pk_nfd__get(:icellp_pk. ·vcr ·, &temp); 

/ *pri11if("Received cell and sending to %d.v1", temp): 
*/ 
I* fo nvard rhe packer on stream 0, *I 
/ * causing an immediare inrermpr ar desr. *I 

10 
op_pk_send_forced (:icellp_pk. 0); 

I* server is idle again. */ 
server_busy = 0; 

transition svc com I -> svc start 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 
drawing style 

transition svc comp! -> idle 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 
drawing style 

value 
tr_8 
!QUEUE 

RGB300 
spline 

value 
tr_9 
default 

RGB300 
spline 
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e default value 
string tr 

EMPTY string 
string 
color RGB333 
toggle spline 

tvoe default value 
string tr 
string 
string 
color RGB333 
toggle spline 



Appendix H 

atm(ap)_acbf_ ms Process Model Report 

Process Model Comments 
General Process Description: 

The acb_fifo_ms queueing process model accepts packets from any number of 
sources and autonomously forwards them to a single destination module 
after holding each one for a simulated duration referred to as the 
packet's service time. The service time may vary from packet to packet and 
is computed by dividing the packet lengths (measured in bits) by the value 
of the process model attribute "service rate" (given in bits/sec). 

Enqueued packets must wait for the availability of a server resG11rce 
before entering service , and eventually being forwarded. The number of 
concurrent servers supported by the queue is configurable via the process 
model attribute "num_servers" . The queue is said to operate with a 
fi rst-in-first-out (FIFO) discipline since the packets do not begin 
service until earlier ones have begun service . 

Since the packet service times are variable, packets could complete 
service in a different order than they enetered service (which may not be 
FIFO); a process model attribute "strict_fifo" allows the queue to be 
configured in such a way that ackets whose service intervals elapse, 
cannot fully complete service and be forwarded until earlier arriving 
packets are themselves forwarded. 

!Cl Interfaces: 

None 

Packet Formats: 

None 

Statistic Wires: 

None 

Process Registry: 

Not Applicable 

Restrictions: 

1. The acb_fifo_ms process model must be contained within a queue module. 
2. The source stream index of the output packet stream of the surrounding 
queue module should be 0. 

Process Model Attributes 
Attribute service_rate properties 
Pro ert Value 
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Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Auto. assign value: 
Units: 
Low Range: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Allow other values: 

Attribute num_servers properties 
Prooertv 
Default Value: 
Data Type : 
Attribute Description: 
Auto. assign value: 
Low Range: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Allow other values : 

Attribute strict_fifo properties 
Prooertv 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Auto. assign value : 
Comments : 

Symbol Map: 

Allow other values: 

9,600 
double 
Private 
TRUE 
bits/sec 
0.0 exclusive 

Tue Apr 21 22:03:03 1998 

Amount of data that completes 
service in one second of 
simulation time. 
Symbol 
9,600 
YES 

Value 
1 
integer 
Private 
TRUE 
1 inclusive 

Value 
9,600 

Number of servers supported by 
the queue. 
Symbol 
1 
2 
5 
YES 

Value 
Disabled 
integer 
Private 
TRUE 

Value 
1 
2 
5 

Maintains the FIFO policy of the 
queue with regard to the release 
of packets which terminate 
service out of order. If enabled, 
the queue holds packets which 
complete service until all 
earlier arrivals have also 
completed service . 
Symbol 
Enabled 
Disabled 
NO 
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Value 
1 
0 
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Process· Model Interface Attributes 
Attribute begsim intrpt properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute endsim intrpt properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute failure intrpts properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute intrpt interval properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Defau lt Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Units: 
Comments: 

Value 
hidden 
enabled 
disabled 
toggle 
Private 

Tue Apr 21 22:03:03 1998 Page 3 of 15 

Inherit 

NIA 
YES 
NIA 
NIA 
YES 

This attribute specifies whether a 'begin simulation 
interrupt' is generated for a processor module's root 
process at the start of the simulation. 
NONE YES 

Value 
hidden 
disabled 
disabled 
toggle 
Private 

Inherit 

NIA 
Yl::S 
NIA 
NIA 
YES 

This attribute specifies whether an 'end simulation 
interrupt' is ge,1erated for a processor module's root 
process at the end of the simulation. 
NONE YES 

Value Inherit 
hidden 
disabled NIA 
disabled YES 
enumerated NIA 
Private NIA 

YES 
This attribute specifies whether failure interrupts 
are generated for a processor module's root process 
upon failure of nodes or links in the network model. 
NONE YES 

Value 
hidden 
disabled 
disabled 
toggle double 
Private 
sec. 

Inherit 

NIA 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 
YES 

This attribute specifies how often regular interrupts ..' 
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Symbol Map: 

Attribute priority properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description: 
Low Range: 
High Range: 
Comments : 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute recovery intrpts properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Descript ion: 
Comments : 

Symbol Map: 

Attribute super priority properties 
Prooertv 
Assign Status: 
Initial Value: 
Default Value: 
Data Type: 
Attribute Description : 
Comments: 

Symbol Map: 

Header Block 

Tue Apr 21 22:03:03 1998 Page 4 of 15 

are scheduled for the root process of a processor module. 
NONE YES 

Value 
hidden 
0 
0 
integer 
Private 
-32767 inclusive 
32767 inclusive 

Inherit 

N/A 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 
YES 
YES 

This attribute is used to determine the execution order 
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same 
simulation time. 
NONE 

Value 
hidden 
disabled 
disabled 
enumerated 
Private 

YES 

Inherit 

NIA 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 

This attribute specifies whether recovery interrupts 
are scheduled for the processor module's root process 
upon recovery of nodes or links in the network model. 
NONE YES 

Value 
hidden 
disabled 
disabled 
toggle 
Private 

Inherit 

N/A 
YES 
N/A 
N/A 
YES 

This attribute is used to determine the execution order 
of events that are scheduled to occur at the same 
simulation time. 
NONE YES 

#define Q UEUE_EMPTY (op_q_ernpty ()) 
#define SVC_COMPLETION op_intrpt_type () == OPC_INTRPT_SELF 
#define ARRIVAL op_intrpt_type () == OPC_!NTRPT_STRi\,! 
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5 ·#define STATUS_FREE 0 
#define STATUS_BUSY 

#define SERVERS_A VAIL...\BLE (num_free_servers > 0) 

IO #define PK_STATUS_ W . ..\ITING 0.0 
#define PK_STATUS_INSVC 1.0 
#define PK_STATUS_DONESVC 2.0 

State Variable Block 
in t* \server_staLus_table: 
int* \server_pkid_table: 
int \num_servers: 
double \service_r:ite: 

5 Objid \own_id; 
int \num_free_servers: 
int \num_ waiting_pks: 
inc \s trict_tifo ; 

Temoorarv Variable Block 
Packet* acellp_pk: 
int pk_len; 
double pk_svc_time: 
int ins.;rt_ok: 

5 int i. j. k. a: 
int num_pks: 
in t server_index ; 

Dia Jnostic Block 

con::iguracion: \ n "); 

Tue Ap r 21 22:03:03 1998 

printf ( . 

printf ( • 
printf (" 

discipline: 'ss \ n", (s trict_fifo) ? "strict fifo " : " fcfs ") ; 
# servers: 'lid \ n ". num_servers); 

5 printf ( • 
printf (·\ n "); 

svc rate: '!!g \ n ", se rvice_rate ); 

printf (" Server Table \ n • ); 
fo r (a= 0; a< num_servers; :i++) 

IO { 
if (server_status_table [al = STATUS_FREE) 

printf ( · 'di FREE \ n·, a); 
else( 

printf (" 1sd) BUSY, servicing pk (id) \ n ", 
15 a, se rver_pki<l_Lable [al); 

printf (" \ n • ); 
prinlf (" 

20 printf (" 
num free servers: 
nurn ·,iai ting pks: 
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'lid \ n •. num_frcc_scrvcrs) : 
'lsd\n", num_wailing_pks); 
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forced state init 
attribute value 
name init 
enter execs (See below.) 
exit execs (empty) 
status forced 
initial enabled 

enter execs init 
I* get que11e module ·s own object id •; 
own_id = op_id_self (); 

I" determine 1111mber of ser\'ers / rest for legal value) •; 
5 op_ima_obj_attr_get (own_id. ·nwn_servers •. &num_servers); 

if (num_servers < l ) 
num_servers = I; 

I* get assi[ried ,·alue of un·er processing rare •; 
IO op_ima_obj_attr_get (own_id. • serv ice_rate ", &service_racc): 

15 

I* see if q11e11e is conjig11red as a scric1 m11lri-server •/ 

I* fifo or simply a fcfs Jifo . '/ 
op_ima_obj_attr _get (o wn_id. "s tr ic t_E i Ea·, &stricc_ti fo); 

I* allocate a rable of sraws f lags - one entry per sen·er •; 
server_scacus_table = (int~ ) op_prg_mem_alloc (s izeof (i nt ) ·· num_servers); 

I* also allocate and inir a rable mapping servers *I 
20 /* ro the id's of rhe packers rhey are serving *I 

scrver_pkid_table = (inc* ) op_p rg_mcm_all oc (s izeof (i nc) * num_servcrs): 
for (i = 0; i < num_servers : i++) 

server_pkid_table [i] = - t; 

25 /* initially all servers are free •/ 
for (i = 0; i < num_servers: i++) 

server_status_cable (i] = STATUS_FREE; 

I* init the number of f ree servers •; 
30 num_free_servers = num_servers; 

l *init the number of waiting pks •; 
num_wai•.ing_pks = O; 

transition init -> arrival 
attribute value 
name tr_ 1 
condition ARRIVAL 
executive 
color RGB300 
drawing style line 
path (See below.) 
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tvoe 
string 
textlist 
textlist 
toggle 
toggle 

tvoe 
string 
string 
string 
color 
toggle 
object list 
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default value 
st 

(empty) 
unforced 
disabled 

default value 
tr 

RGB333 
spline 
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oath init -> arrival ro1 
attribute value tvoe default value 

X 179 double 0.0 

y 151 double 0.0 

oath init -> arrival r1 l 
attribute value tvne default value 
X 240 double 0.0 
y 151 double 0.0 

transition init -> idle 
attribute value tvne default value 
name tr_2 string tr 
:ondition default string 
executive string 
color RG8333 color RG8333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 
path (See below.) object list 

/ path init -> idle ro1 
/ attribute value t e default value 

X 143 double 0.0 
y 179 double 0.0 

ath init -> idle 1 
attribute value t e default value 
X 166 double 0.0 
y 264 double 0.0 

ath init -> idle 2 
attribute value t e default value 

I ~ 
235" double 0.0 
278 double 0.0 

oath init -> idle f31 
attribute value tvne default value 
X 301 double 0.0 
y 278 double 0.0 
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forced state arrival 
attribute value 

name arrival 

enter execs (See below.) 

exit execs (empty) 
status forced 
iriitial disabled 

enter execs arrival 

5 

I* acquire rhe arriving packer *I 
I* mulriple arriving srreams are supporred. */ 
acellp_pk = op_pk_get (op_intrpt_strm ()); 

/* new packers are sramped ro */ 
I* indicare rhe packer is wairi11g fo r service. *I 
op_pk_priori ty_set (acellp_pk. PK_STATUS_ WAITING): 

lO /* auempr ro e11que11e rhe packer ar ra il ujrnbq11e11e O 'I 

l5 

20 

25 

30 

if (op_subq_pk_insert (0. acellp_pk. OPC_QPOS_TAIL) 1= OPC_QINS_OK) 
{ 
/* rhe inserronfailed (due ro ro afi ,11 q11e11e) *I 
/* deallocare rhe packer ·'/ 
op_pk_des troy (acellp_pk); 

I* ser flag indicaring i11serrio11 failed •; 
/ * rhis flag is used ro derermine rra11sirio11 •/ 
/* ow of rhis srare *I 

insert_ok = 0; 
} 

else{ 
I* inserrion was successfid ~; 

insert_ok = l; 

/ * increase the number of wairing packets */ 
I* which are nor rnrrenrly in service */ 
num_ waiting_pks++; 

transition arrival -> svc start 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 
drawing style 
path 

value 
tr_3 
SERVERS_AVAILABLE & ... 

RGB300 
spline 
(See below.) 
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tvoe 
string 
textlist 
textlist 
toggle 
toggle 

tvoe 
string 
string 
string 
color 
toggle 
object list 
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default value 
st 

(empty) 
unforced 
disabled 

default value 
tr 

RGB333 
spline 
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oath arrival -> svc start ro, 
attribute value tvne default value 

X 291 double 0.0 
y 129 double 0.0 

ath arrival -> svc start 1 
attribute value t e default value 

X 328 double 0.0 
y 113 double 0.0 

oath arrival -> svc start r21 
attribute value tvne default value 
X 370 double 0.0 
y 127 double 0.0 

transition arrival -> idle 
attribute value tyoe default value 
name tr_4 string tr 
condition default string 
executive string 
color RGB300 color RG8333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 
path (See below.) object list 

I path arrival -> idle [OJ 
attribute value t e default value 
X 266 double 0.0 
y 179 double 0.0 

oath arrival -> idle r11 
attribute value tvoe default value 
X 276 double 0.0 
y 219 double 0.0 

oath arrival -> idle f21 
attribute value tvne default value 
X 309 double 0.0 
y 248 double 0.0 

/ 
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unforced state idle 
attribute value tvne default value 

name idle string st 

enter execs (empty) textlist (empty) 

exit execs (empty) textlist (empty) 

status unforced toggle unforced 
initial disabled toggle disabled 

transition idle -> arrival 
attribute value tvne default value 
name tr_5 string tr 
condition ARRIVAL string 
executive string 
color RG8300 color RG8333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 
path (See below.) object list 

ath idle -> arrival 0 
attribute value t'iQe default value 

300 double 0.0 
y 267 double 0.0 

ath idle -> arrival 1 
attribute value t e default value 
X 255 double 0.0 
y 227 double 0.0 

I path idle -> arrival [2] 
attribute value t e default value 
X 256 double 0.0 
y 176 double 0.0 

transition idle-> svc comol 
attribute value tvoe default value 
name tr_6 string tr 
condition SVC_COMPLETION string 
executive string 
color RGB300 color RG8333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 
path (See below.) object list 
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ach idle -> SVC com I 0 
attribute value 
X 356 
y 284 

atlz id(e -> SVC comp( (1] 
attribute value 
X 480 
y 234 

oath idle-> SVC comol r21 
attribute value 
X 519 
y 178 

arced state svc start 
attribute value 
name 
enter execs 
exit execs 
status 

svc_start 
(See below.) 
(empty) 
forced 
disabled initial 

I enter execs svc start 
I* find the first packet which is waici11g for service '•/ 
I" these packets are stamped with appropriate prioririry "I 
num_pks = op_subq_stat (0, OPC_QST . .\ T _PKSIZE); 
for (i = 0; i < num_pks ; i++) 

5 { 

10 

acellp_pk = op_subq_pk_access (0, i); 
if (op_pk_prio r ity _get (accllp_pk) == PK_STA TUS_ WAITING) 

break; 

/* determine the packet's length (in bits) •; 
pk_len = op_pk_tota l_size_ge t (acellp_pk); 

I* determine the time required to complete */ 
15 /* service of the packet *I 

pk_svc_timc = pk_len / servicc_r:ue; 

/* once u packet begi11s service its priority level is ''/ 
I* changed ro rejlect this •/ 

20 op_pk_priority _set (acellp_pk. PK_STA TUS_INSVC); 

I* )ind u f ree server to process the packet •; 
fo r (i = 0; i < num_sc rvcrs ; i++) 

I 
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e 
double 
double 

e 
double 
double 

tvoe 
double 
double 

e 
string 
textlist 
textlist 
toggle 
toggle 
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default value 
0.0 
0.0 

default value 
0.0 
0.0 

default value 
0.0 
0.0 

default value 
st 

(empty) 
unforced 
disabled 
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25 

30 

35 

40 

45 

transition 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 

if (server_status_table [il == STATUS_FREE) 
{ 
/* schedule an interrnpr fo r this server *I 
/ * at rhe rime where service ends. */ 
op_intrpt_schedule_self (op_sim_time () + pk_svc_time, i); 

/* rhe server is now busy. *I 
server_status_table [i] = STATUS_BUSY; 

I* reduce rhe number of f ree servers *I 
num_free_servers--; 

I* decrease rhe 11umber of waiting packers */ 
num_ wai ting_pks-- ; 

/* establish a corespondence between rhe server •; 
/* and rhe packer which it is serving *I 
server_pkid_table (i] = op_pk_id (acellp_pk); 

I* stop search for fre e server 'I 
break; 
} 

svc start -> idle 
value 
tr_? 

RG8300 
drawing style line 
path (See below.) 

oath SVC start -> idle r01 
attribute value 
X 377 
y 177 

oath SVC start -> idle r11 
attribute value 
X 335 
y 240 

orced state svc com I 
attribute value 
name svc_compl 
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tvoe default value 
string tr 
string 
string 
color RG8333 
toggle spline 
object list 

tvoe default value 
double 0.0 
double 0.0 

tvoe default value 
double 0.0 
double 0.0 

e default value 
string st · ·· 
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enter execs 
exit execs 
status 

(See below.) 
(empty) 
forced 
disabled initial 

enter execs svc com I 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

40 

I* Decermine which server is compleci11g service. */ 
I* This is passed as che code associaced with */ 
/ * the service complecio11 imerrupt. *I 
server_index = op_intrpt_code () ; 

I* find che packet which was being served *I 
num_pks = op_subq_stat (0, OPC_QST AT _PKSIZE); 
for (i = 0; i < num_pks ; i++) 

( 
:i.cellp_pk = op_subq_pk_access (0, i); 
if (op_pk_id (acellp_pkl == server_pkid_1able [scrver_inde.~]) 

( 
I* the packer completing service is number 'i . */ 

/ * server is free again. *I 

server_sta1Us_1able (scrver_index] = ST r\ TUS_FREE; 
num_free_servers++; 

/ * if this is not the firsc packet in the rnbqueue */ 
I * then pulling ic ow would, in a scricr sense, 110c */ 
I* model afifo. Two mechodologies are rnpporred here: *I 
I * the "scricc" merhodolgy accuracely maincai11s fifo */ 
I* discipline; the second maintains only ajirst-come- •/ 
I* first-serve discipline 1vich service complecion rimes */ 
/ * noc necessarily cracking the order of service start times. ··/ 
if ( !strict_fifo) 

else( 

( 
I * remove icfrom the queue */ 
:i.cellp_pk = op_subq_pk_remove (0, i); 

I* forward the packet on stream 0. */ 
I* causing an immediate interrupt at dest. *I 
op_pk_send_forced (acellp_pk, 0); 
} 

if (i=O) 
{ 

I * all comiguous packets which have completed service *I 
I* and are at the head of the queue may be removed and */ 
I* forwarded. Count how many rnch packets there are. ~; 
for (j = l; j < num_pks; j++) 

( 
accllp_pk = op_subq_pk_acccss (0, j ); 

textlist 
textlist 
toggle 
toggle 

45 
if (op_pk_priority _get (accllp_pk) i= PK_STA TUS_DONESVC) 

break; 

50 

I* the number of packers to be pulled is 'j' '/ 
I* send all but the last one quietly */ 
for (k = 0; k < j - I; k++) 
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55 

60 

65 

70 

transition 
attribute 
name 
condition 
executive 
color 

/* pull the head off f rom the q11e11e and send it q11 ietly *I 
acellp_pk = op_subq_pk_remove (0. OPC_QPOS_HEAD); 
op_pk_send_quiet (acell p_pk. 0); 

else( 

} 

/* send the last one fo rced, to ca 11se an interrupt */ 
acel lp_pk = op_subq_pk_remove (0, OPC_QPOS_HEAD); 
op_pk_send_forced (acellp_pk, 0); 

} 

/* the service of th is packet ca11 be considered complete */ 
/* bw che packet ca11 1101 be fonva rded 11ntil ones ahead *I 
/* of it are completely serviced as well. The packet is *I 
I* wgged as 'blocked' by selling its priority co -1.0 ~1 
op_pk_priority _set (acellp_pk, PK_ST A TUS_DONESVC); 

} 

/* stop the search "/ 
break; 
} 

svc comol -> svc start 
value 
tr_S 
num_waiting_pks > 0 

RGB300 

tvoe 
string 
string 
string 
color 

drawing style spline toggle 
path (See below. ) object list 

oath SVC comol -> svc start ro1 
attribute value tvne 
X 489 double 
y 127 double 

oath SVC comol -> svc start r1 l 
attribute value fvne 
X 441 double 
y 114 double 

oath SVC carnal -> svc start r21 
attribute value tvne 
X 405 double 
y 124 double 
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default value 
tr 

RGB333 
spline 

default value 
0.0 
0.0 

default value 
0.0 
0.0 

default value 
0.0 
0.0 
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transition svc comol -> idle 
attribute value tvne default value 
name tr_9 string tr 
condition default string 
executive string 
color RG8300 color RGB333 
drawing style spline toggle spline 
path (See below.) object list 

oath SVC comol -> idle r01 
attribute value tvoe default value 
X 486 double 0.0 
y 169 double 0.0 

oath SVC comol -> idle r1 l 
attribute value tvne default value 
X 453 double 0.0 
y 213 double 0.0 

oath SVC comol -> idle r21 
attribute value tvne default value 
X 355 double 0.0 
y 253 double 0.0 
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